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Matters of Debate Many Washington University students helped with
preparations for the third presidential debate of the 2000 campaign. Art
students Rebecca Goldstein, B.F.A '00; Christine Miller, B.F.A '00, AB. '00;
Keri McWilliams, Class of '01; Samantha Rayman, Class of '02; and Kendra
Gerstein, Class of '03, for example, contributed by creating designs for
commemorative buttons, pins, posters, tote bags, and T-shirts.
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Cover: Judi McLean Parks,
professor of organizational
behavior at the John M. Olin
School of Business, uses cre
ative metaphors to teach her
students about employee
employer relations, conflict
negotiation, and gender dif
ferences in the workplace.
(Photo by Dan Donovan)
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early modern
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his latest fossil finds
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By studying their bones, Professor Erik Trinkaus has learned
much about Neandertals and early modern humans. His
discoveries are changing our perceptions of who they were.
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that a bipartisan group of
legislators has introduced
a biJl proposing the
establishment of a
nati o nal center to sup
port and conduct basic
social work research.

William Danforth
Honored with
Academic Award

Undergraduates Arian Moses
(left), Michelle Burton (center),
and Ana Cespedes perform a
Caribbean folk dance choreo
graphed by Carmen Dence, a
research instructor in radiology,
at the first Latino Variety Show,
held on April 21 in Wohl Center.

The event, sponsored by the
Office of Student Activities, the
Association of Latin American
Students, Student Union, the
Office of Undergraduate
Admissions, and Nosotros, included
dancing, singing, skits, poetry
readings, and traditional foods.

Social Work
Education's Reliance
on Research Grows

and directors of "Research
One" schools of social
work-schools with $3 mil
lion or more in annual
outside resea rch funding.
The nation has nearly 150
social work schools, but
fewer th an a quarter meet
the criteria for Research
One status. GWB received
more than $5 million in
outside research funding
in 1999-2000
Crea ting excitement at
the meeting was the n ews

Crea ti ng a na tiona I cen ter on
social work research within
the National Institutes of
Health is one of several initia
tives endorsed by a new
coalition ot social work deans
who met at the University
June 23-25, 2000. Deans from
the universities of California
Berkeley, Chicago, Michigan,
North Carolina , and Pennsyl
vania discussed strategies for
advancing social work educa
tion through research.
"An increased reliance on
research has helped transform
socia l work education and
practice over the last decade,
but this trend must be broad
ened and intensified if the
profess ion hopes to truly ful
fill its mission," says Shanti
Khinduka, dean of WU 's
George Warren Brown School
of Social Work (G WB) , which
hosted the meeting.
Convened by Ronald
Feldman, dean of social work
at Columbia University, the
meeting was open to deans
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Chance llor Emeritus
William H. Danforth is
the 20th recipient of the
American Association of
University Professors'
(AAUP) Alexander
Meiklejohn Award.
Established in
1958, th e Meiklejohn
Award recognizes out
standi n g contributions
to academic freedom by
a college or university
president or governing
board. Danforth was
honored on June 9 for
his unwavering defense
of academiC freedom
throu ghout his career
in high er education.
"I am honored to
receive the Alexander
Meiklejohn Award from
the AAUP, especially
since it was previously
given to one of my heroes
and predecessors as chan
cellor of Washington
Univers it y, Etha n A.H.
Shepley," says Danforth ,
now vice chairma n of the
Unive rsity'S Board of
Trustees. "Chancellor

Shep ley firmly defended
academic freedom in the
McCarthy era of the 1950s.
" Washington University's
tradi tion of academic fre e
dom is continually renewed
and advanced by the local
chapter of the AAUP," he
continues. "Recognition
should really go to that
organization ... . "
Washington University is
the first institu tion to have
two recipients of the award.

Chronicling the
History of Freedom
Culminatin g an initiative
launched here nearly 15
years ago, the Center for
th e History of Freedom has
announced plans for the
15th and fina l vo lume in its
la ndmark series chronicling
the birth and
developm ent
of basic
human
freedoms.
"This will
comp lete the
first effort to
trea t t he evo
lution of
.
.
modern free- Richard W DaVIS
dom," says
Richard W. Davis, professor
of hi story in Arts & Sciences
and director of the center
since 1989. " It will not be
the last such history to be
attempted, but our volumes
and the favorable critical
reception th ey have received
show that we have raised a

.~
\

the past 20 years, Ballmer
has headed several
Microsoft divisions, includ
ing operations, operating
systems developmen t, and
sales and support. In July
1998, he was promoted
to preSident, and he was
named chief executive
officer in January 2000.

Points Are Not Moot
for Law Students

number of interesting and
important issu es. We cer
tainly trust and hope that
the investigation will go
on elsewhere ."
The writing of the final
volume, Realms of Freedom

in tile Modern Chinese World,
is scheduled to begin in the
curren t academic year. It
will be edited by noted
Chinese scholar William C.
Kirby, a former dean and
professor in Arts &. Sciences
here and now a history pro
fessor at Harvard
Kirby will write one
of the 12 chapters in the
volume, as will William C.
Jones, the Charles F. Nagel
Professor Emeritus of Inter
national and Comparative
Law. Jones, a leading
Chinese legal scholar, will
write on "Chinese Law and
Liberty in Comparative
Historical Perspective."
The history of freedom
project was launched
in 1985 by the late J.H.
Hexter, a specialist in
British history who taught
at WU and other leading
American universities for
more than 60 years. When
complete, the one-of-a-kind
IS-volume series, published
by Stanford University
Press, will trace the history
of modern freedom from
its 17th-cenhlry Western
origins in England and the
Netherlands to its current
somewhat erratic and
uncertain emergence
in China.

Engineering School
Honors Microsoft
CEO Ballmer
The School of Engineering
and Applied Science present
ed Steve Ballmer, president
and CEO of Microsoft
Corporation, with its
Excellence in Engineering
and Technology Award on
July 13.
More than 900 people
attended the afternoon cere
mony at Graham Chapel.
The School gave the
award to Ballmer in recogni
tion of Microsoft 's products
and technologies for emerg
ing markets, including th e
recently announced "Next
Generation of Windows
Services" (NGWS), a plat
form for desktop personal
com puters, servers, non-PC
devices, and the Internet.
The platform is expected to
enable a seamless interac
tion across different com
puting devices, software
services, and data sources.
The School established
the Excellence in Engineer
ing and Technology Award
to recognize individuals
and organizations that have
demonstrated exemplary
leadership in transforming'
innovative ideas in engi
neering into new products
and technologies.
Ballmer, 44, joined
Microsoft in 1980 and was
the fi rst busi ness rna nager
hired by Bill Gates. During

Moot courts may, by virtue
of their name, sound incon
sequential, but last spring
students at th e School of
Law captured genuinely high
honors in a number of
national lawyering skills
competitions.
Third-year students
Andrew Rub en and
Gilbert Sison and sec
ond-year students E.
Regan Loyd, Kevin
Ray, and Edward Shin
ranked third out of
132 U.S. teams and
13th among more
than 300 teams
worldwide in the
2000 Phillip Jessup
In terna tiona I Moot
Court World Cup. The
team, coached by
Leila Nadya Sadat,
professor of law, won
the Southeast regional
competition to
advance to the
national and interna
tional competition.
Third-year students
Anastasia Burkham, Jared
Montgomery, and Rena
Samole reached the quarter
finals in the National
Environmental Law Moot
Court Competition, in
which 75 team s competed.
The team 's adviser, Maxine
1. Lipeles, who hold s a joint
appointm ent in the School
of Law and the School of
Engineering and Applied
Science, directs the law
school's Interdisciplinary
Environmental Clinic.
Third-year students
Gabrielle Meli ssa Jnce and
Bart Starr won Best Brief in
the Midwest regional round
of the Giles Sutherland Rich
Intellectual Property Moot
Court Competition, in
WINTE R 2 000

which more than 20 teams
competed. In the Saul
Lefkowitz Intellectua l Property
Law Moot Court Compe tition,
second-year students Heath er
Dary, John Hein, and Danica
Rodemich took second place
in the regional round, in which
12 teams competed. Charles R.
McManis, professor of law,
serves as the adviser for bot h
competitions.
Second-year students Kevin
Gordon and Edward Shin won
second place in the Midwest
regional round of the American
Bar Association Client
Counseling Competition, out
of a dozen teams co mpeting.
The faculty adviser is
Ann Davis Shields,
lecturer in law.

Rare Research
Terry Gleason (I.), a doctoral
student in anthropology in
Arts & Sciences. and Ingrid
Porton. the Saint Louis Zoo's
curator of primates. discuss
black-bearded sakis. a rare
type of New World monkey.
The zoo's Field Research for
Conservation (FRC) Program
awarded Gleason an S8.87S
grant for a 15-month study of
the sakis at a protected lowland
reserve in Guyana. The FRC
grant is the first awarded for
a WU graduate thesis project.
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The new WU Minority Youth in Construction Program began this past
summer Pictured is one of the 33 high school studen ts who partiCipated

Constructing Career
Pathways

oral and written communica
tions, and financial planning.
Ralph Thaman, assoc iate
vice chancellor for facilities
planning and management,
created the program to
encourage early interest in
construction careers.

One might think finding
teenagers willing to give up
six weeks of summer vaca
tion to learn about careers in
construction wou ld be cha l
lenging, bu t more than a few
takers helped launch WU's
new Minority Youth in
Exploring Urban
Construction Program (MYIC).
Design Issues
In fact, about 75 African
The School of Architecture is
Am erican teens applied to
enroll in the program, and 33 launching a new Master of
were accepted. And they were Urban Design degree pro
gram, which will focus on
committed not only to last
summer 's session but for the
contemporary urban issues
next three summers.
through a unique blend of
"We were su rp rised
at the overwhel ming
GOAL: ONE
response, " says Sandra
BILLION
Marks, director of suppli
er diversity programs.
$
"We p lanned on having
25 kids, but the parents
were very interested in
having their ch ildren on
MIL L ION
the campus."
Sporting MYlC shirts,
the teens donned hard
hats and toured construc
tion sites. In add ition to
learning about various
construction trades and
~200
career opportunities,
they attended daily ses
sions in Eads Hall to
build th eir math and
compu ter skills.
FOR
The students, ages
13- 15, a lso are participat
ing in ongoing personal
development and life
ski ll s activities, including

900

i

ar'chi tectural, landscape, and
plann ing perspectives. The
post-professional degree pro
gram, to be offered beginning
in fall 2001, will combine
course work with research
desi gn studios tackling com
munity projects.
"The new one-year degree
program is targeted at profes
sional architects, landscape
architects, and planners who
wish to further their knowl
edge and become conversant
in contemporary metropoli
tan issues," says Jacqueline
Tatom, assistant professor of
architecture and co-director
of the program.
Tim Franke, program co
director and assistant profes
sor of architecture, says, "The
program wi ll tackle a diverse
set of problems throu gh a
cross-d isciplinary approach
to metropolitan design."
Dean Cynthia Weese,
FAIA, noted that the program
bu ild s on th e Sc hool 's long
standing tradition of address
ing urban issues through
high-quality, innova tive
design. "Faculty and students
lending their design expertise
to community solutions has
been a hallmark of this
School," she says. "The new
program will provide a for
mal means of comb inin g our
strengths in urban desi gn,
arch itectural design, and
landscape design to address
issues so essen tial to the
futur e of American cities."

Probing Welfare
Reform's Impact on
Native Americans
"Empowering American
Indian Families: New
Perspective on Welfare
Reform" was the topiC of a
national symposium hosted
by the Kathryn M. Buder
Center for Ame rican
Indian Studies at the
George Warren Brown
School of Soc ial Work
in May. The sympo
sium was one of the
School 's 75th anniver
sary even ts.
Because many
American Indian tribes
are struggling to cope with
new challenges and opportu
nities brought about by

New Pediatric Research Building

~gg. $929.4 Dedicated in Fall Ceremony
600 .

500·
400
300

~ 100

Campaign
Washington
University
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Status as of September 30,

2000

Among the priorities in the
Campaign for Washington
University is $150 million for new
construction and renovation to
ensure that the physical plant
will continue to serve well the
needs of this vital, world-class
research university.
One of the projects, the new
McDonnell Pediatric Research
Building, was dedicated
September 13,2000. The 10-story
facility consolidates pediatric

research activities at Washington
University Medical Center, which
until now had been conducted at
five separate sites, in one building.
The School of Medicine and
St. Louis Children's Hospital have
worked together on medical
research and pediatric health care
for more than eight decades.
A $20 million naming gift was
provided by James S. McDonnell III,
John F. McDonnell, and the James
S. McDonnell Charitable Trust.

.................................................................................................................................................... People Around Campus

~
Airlines AD of the Year Award.
Over the last 22 years, Schael
has transformed WU 's athletic
department into one of the
finest in the NCAA Division III.
He was presented with the
award during NACDA's con
vention June 9-12 in Orlando,
Florida. The award is presented
annually to 25 athletic direc
tors from across the United
States and Canada.

recent reforms in the federal
welfare system, the National
Congress of American
Indians (NCAT) held a meet
ing, in conjunction with the
symposium, to help tribal
leaders develop a collective
strategy to influence reau
thorization of welfare
reform legislation in 2002.
"When politicians were
haggling over provisions of
original welfare reform legis
lation , no one paid much
attention to how these
changes would play out in
Indian country," says Eddie
F. Brown, director of the
Buder Center. "If Indian
leaders want to have a say
in how welfare reform legis
lation is modified in 2002,
we need to reach some con
sensus soon on what ollr
strategy will be ."

Exploring Social
Change Through
Graphic Design
Typography, generally speak
ing, is not a hotbed of social
activism. Unless, of course,
you're talking to Sarah Spurr,
associate professor and coor
dinator of the visual commu
nications area at the School
of Art, who regularly teaches
a section on graphic design
as a tool for social change.
When National Mental
Health Awareness Month
occurred last May, Spurr
invited guest speakers from
the Alliance for the Mentally
III of St. Louis, an affiliate of

the National Alliance for the
Mentally Ill, to share their
stories with the 38 juniors
enrolled in her Typography
2 class. Tn response, the
students created a series of
posters that address both
the facts and the myths
surrounding mental illness.
"None of us really knows
what mental illness means
until we're confronted with
it in our own lives," says
Spurr. "We may think we
know something about
depression or schizophrenia,
hut the reality is that, as a
society, we push these ill
nesses under the rug."
Spurr says the assignment
"was to use text and image
together to convey a social
message, which presented
students with some really
complex problems. Over
four weeks they had to gen
era te thei r topic, resea rch it,
write their own copy, create
the illustrations, and art
direct the whole piece."
The posters were of two
general categories: teaching
and advocacy. The first
group examined the reality
of mental illness, from basic

Andrew Miller, Class of '01,
was one of 38 art students
who designed posters address
ing facts and myths regarding
_
mental illness.
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information
to symptoms and statistics.
The second group addressed
topics surrounding the treat
ment of people who suffer
from mental illness.

The University's Board of
Trustees elected three new
members on May 5:
David V. Habif, Jr., direc
tor of Teaneck Radiology in
Teaneck, New Jersey;
Walter L. Metcalfe, Jr.,
chairman of Bryan Cave
LLP, in St. Louis; and
Howard L. Wood, co
founder and director of
Charter Communications,
Inc., in St. Louis. The
board also named two
former trustees to emeritus
status-Jerome F. Brasch,
president of Brasch
Manufacturing Co., Inc.,
in St. Louis, and Alvin J.
Siteman, chairman and
president of Site Oil Co.
of Missouri.
David C. Beebe,
the Jules and Doris Stein
Research Professor of
Ophthalmology and Visual
Sciences, has been named
president of the Association
for Research in Vision and
Ophthalmology, the world's
largest vision research orga
nization. Beebe is a pro
fessor of cell biology and
physiology, and director of
the Cataract Research Center
at the School of Medicine.
Michael R. Cannon
has heen named executive
vice chancellor. Cannon was
formerly vice chancellor
and general counsel.
Richard A. Chole,
the Lindburg Professor and
head of otOlaryngology at
the medical school, has
been named a director of
the board of the American
Board of OtOlaryngology.
The 25-memher board
oversees accreditation of
doctors who have trained
in otolaryngology.
C. Robert Cloninger,
the Wallace Renard
Professor of PSYChiatry at
the School of Medicine,
received an award from
the American Society of
Addiction Medicine for
broadening the understand
ing of the addiction process
through research.
Alex S. Evers, the
Henry Eliot MalIinckrodt
Professor and head of the
anesthesiology department
at the School of Medicine,
is the new president of the
WINTER 2000

Association of University
Anesthesiologists. He is a pro
fessor of internal medicine
and of molecular hiology and
pharmacology.
Stuart I. Greenbaum,
dean and professor of finance
at the John M. Olin School of
Business, was named the first
Bank of America Professor.
The chair was established to
honor Andrew B. Craig, III
upon his retirement in 1998
as chairman of NationsBank,
now Bank of America .
Jeff Pike has heen
reapPOinted dean of the
School of Art. In addition
to overseeing the School, he
will participate in the devel
opment of the Visual Arts
and Design Center (VADC)
as a member of the VADC
Executive Committee. He
also serves as associate profes
sor of art in the illustration
concentration.
Robert A. Pollak, the
Hernreich Distinguished
Professor of Economics in
Arts & Sciences and in the
Olin School of Business, has
received the Mindel C. Sheps
Award, sponsored by the
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill and the Popu
lation Association of America.
The award is given biennially
for outstanding contributions
to mathematical demography
and related fields.
Robert H. Waterston,
the James S. McDonnell
Professor of Genetics and
head of the Department of
Genetics at the School of
Medicine, was elected to the
National Academy of Sciences
on May 2. Election to the
academy is considered one of
the highest honors that can
be bestowed on an American
scien tist or engineer.
Patty Jo Watson,
the Edward Mallinckrodt
Distinguished University
Professor of Anthropology
in Arts & Sciences, has been
elected to the American
Philosophical SOCiety. The
250-year-old scholarly organi
zation promotes "useful
knowledge in the sciences and
humanities through excel
lence in scholarly research,
professional meetings, publi
cations, library resources, and
scholarly outreach."

WASHINGTON UN I VER SI TY IN ST . LOUIS
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Seed Capital Aids
Student Businesses
With a little seed capital,
some promising ideas gener
ated by students in the
HatcheryTM entrepre
neurship program
at the john M.
Olin School of
Business might
grow into big busi
nesses. Tha t's the
thought behind the
Skandalaris Seed Capital
Fund, established through a
$1 million pledge by Robert
j. and julie Skandalaris of
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan,
as part of the Campaign for

through BlueStone Capital
Partners, TRADE. COM,
E-Grad.com, Big Net Inc.,
Noble International Ltd.,
three bank holding compa
nies, and Twent)'-First
Century Advisors.
"My wife, julie, and I
wanted to supply upfront
funding for promising
Hatcher)' students, helping
them cover start-up costs until
they can secure venture capi
tal funding for the long term."
The couple's daughter,
Kristin, is an Arts & Sciences
student at the University.
Since its inception in
1997, the Olin School's entre
preneurship program has
"hatched" numerous success
ful ventures: The Ice King,
selling a frozen confection at
shopping malls; "bare ware,"
a distributor for custom
T-shirts; SmithCenter, manu
facturers of organiC outer
wear; and everbank.com,
an Internet bank.
The fund's investments
typically will be between
$10,000 and $20,000, though
other amounts may be given
at the discretion of the
HatcheryTM Advisory Board.
Generally, one or two plans
will be approved yearly.
About 10 other top busi
ness schools have similar
funds, but Olin is the only
one to have the HatcheryTM
program and a seed capital
fund , according to Barton
Hamilton, assistant professor
of economics and
management and
director of the
Ha tchery) M.

Ene Mumford (right), assistant professor of architecture, and Gyo Obata
(2nd from right), the Ruth and Norman Moore Visiting Professor, meet
with graduate architecture students to discuss urban design issues in the
JeffVanderLou neighborhood in SI. Louis.
city. The 15 graduate-level
students participated in a
studio taught by Gyo
Obata, B.Arch. '45, chair
of Hellmuth, Obata +
Kassabaum, Inc., and the

"This studio reinforces the
architecture school's interest
in the American City-partic
ularly in St. Louis-on both
a theoretical and practical
leve.I," says Dean Cynthia
Weese. "I believe it is impor
tant, as the only architecture
school in St. Louis, that we
contribute suggestions for
solutions to urban problems."

University in St. Louis Magazine staff
apologizes for the following errors. In
the Mark Levin alumni feature in the
summer 2000 issue, Professor Emeritus
of Pathology Paul Lacy's name was mis
spelled In Lasting Lessons in the fall 2000
issue, Professor Leslie Laskey's name was
misspelled. Also in the lall 2000 issue, the
University College feature should have
stated that graduate certificates are
offered not only in math, but in education,
international affairs, and nonprofit man
agement. Please accept our sincere apolo
gies for the oversights.

"I know firsthand that
having sufficient capital
at the right time can spell
the difference between
success and failure for a
new business," says Robert
Skandalaris, a venture capi
taI.ist who funds companies
WAS HIN GT ON UNIVER SI T Y IN ST. L O UIS

The city of St. Louis, home
to 1 million people in 1950,
now has only 300,000 resi
dents. Planners and design
ers nationwide have been
struggling with the big
question of how to use the
resulting vacant land.
Last spring, more than a
dozen School of Architecture
students had a chance to
help answer that question
while gaining hands-on
design and planning experi
ence in a central area of the

Ruth and Norman Moore
Visiting Professor, and Eric
Mumford, assistant professor
of architecture.
The studio focused on
St. Louis' JeffVanderLou area.
Coincidentally, the neighbor
hood also is the foclls of a
Danforth Foundation com
munity reinvigoration initia
tive. Although the studio is
separate from the Danforth
initiative, WU students have
been welcomed at that
group's meetings and have
been able to collect informa
tion about the resid ents' pri
ori ties and needs.

Corrections: The Washington

WasiJington Ulliversity.
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Designing Plans to
Revitalize the City
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Future of Research:
Digital Archives
Three faculty projects will
be made available in digital
form, improving access to
scholarly resources and pro
viding opportunities for both
teaching and research, by th e
University's Digital Cultural
Resources Group (DCRG).
Choosing the proj ects
from a variety of proposals,
the DCRG had the following
criteria: the creation of a new
resource for teachin g or
research in the arts, humani
ties, or social sciences; and
providing opportun it ies for
the DCRG to learn abo ut
issues of copyright, intellec
tual access, and technology.
Glenn D. Stone, associate
professor of anthropology in
Arts &: Sciences, will
oversee the

creation of a database of
photographs with accompa
nying narrative drawn from
the extensive collection of
John W. Bennett, professor
emeritus of anthropology
and Distinguished Anthro
pologist in Residence. The
database will serve as a
record of Bennett's career
and discuss what it means to
be a cultural anthropologist.
.leigh Singleton, associate
professor in th e School of
Art's fashion design pro
gram, will develop a data
base of photographs of
garments from a collection
donated to WU by the late
Eula Fulton, an important
figure in fashion marketing.
Singleton 's students will
expand the resource by
contributing drawings
and documentation.
Jacqueline Tatom, assis
tant professor of architecture
and director of the School's
Metropoli tan Research and
Design Center, will produce
a series of digital maps of
the St. Louis area. Using the
Geographic Information
System program , Tatom will
develop a database using
information about neighbor
hoods, buildings, and other
features drawn from old
maps held by the Missouri,
Historical Society and con
te mporary maps provided
by city and county offices.
John Bennett (left), professor
emeritus of anthropology, and
Glenn Stone, associate profes
sor of anthropology, create a
database of Bennett's work.

Finding Genes Involved in
Depression
Theodore Reich, the Samuel
and Mae S. Ludwig Professor
of Psychiatry and professor
of genetics at the School of
Medicine, is helping lead
an international team of
geneticists in a three-year
study that will attempt to
uncover the genetic basis
of depression .
Reich is the principal
investigator for the St. Louis
site, one of 10 in the United
States and Europe. WU will
be the only U.S. center
recruiting study partici
pants. Researchers hope
that the study, sponsored
by British pharmaceutical
company Glaxo Wellcome,
will provide new insights
into genetic and environ
mental factors associated
with unipolar depression
known as clinical depression
or major depression.
Reich plans to recruit
120 families in which some
members suffer from depres
sion and others do not.
Investigators will take advan
tage of new information
from the human genome
map as they search for genes
related to depression.
Distinguishing "Self" from
"Other"
Challenging an important
scientific dogma, immunol
ogists have discovered a
new way the body distin
guishes its cells from foreign
cells so it can destroy
microbes without h arming
itself. The findings, reported
in the June 16 issue of
Science, suggest a new
approach to autoimmune
disease and ovarian cancer.
Like soldiers, cells that
kill harmful bacteria and
parasites must recognize
invaders so they don't
destroy their comrades with
friendly fire. Until now,
scientists thought that only
immune cells called natural
killer cens were equipped
for the job. These cells scan
other cells for a "security
badge" called MHC class I.
If this badge is missing or
altered, the offending cell
is destroyed .
WINTER 2000

But researchers at the
School of Medicine have
discovered that cells called
macropha ges, which eat
microbes and damaged cells,
also can distinguish self
from other. Instead of rely
ing on MHC class I, they
recognize a cell-surface
protein called CD47.
"The beauty of the CD47
system is that a macrophage
with a single receptor can
discriminate between self
and foreign. If it sees a par
ticle with CD47, it knows
all is well. If it sees a particle
without CD47, it knows the
particle is foreign and
potentially dangerous," says
Per-Arne Oldenborg, lead
author of the Science paper
and a postdoctoral fellow
in the laboratory of Frederik
Lindberg, an assistant pro
fessor of medicine in the
Division of Infectious
Diseases and an assistant
professor of molecular
microbiology.
Researchers Identify Key
Enzyme in Aneurysm
Development
Up to 9 percent of people
older than 65 are carrying
a time bomb that one day
could kill them in minutes:
a weak area in the aorta, the
main artery coursing from
the heart. When the aorta
ruptures, it spills blood into
the abdomen, halting circu
lation . Now, researchers
have identified a key
enzyme that damages the
aortic wall. They also have
found that a drug called
doxycycline, currently used
as an antibiotic, keeps the
enzyme in check and helps
mice avoid abdominal
aortic aneurysms.
"This might turn out
to be the first feasible
pharmacological therapy
for preventing aneurysm
expansion in patients,"
says Robert W. Thompson,
associate professor of sur
gery, of radiology, and of cell
biology and physiology at
the School of Medicine.
Thompson and colleagues
reported their findings in the
June 1 issue of The loumal of
Clinical Investigation.
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. ,ashington University's superb
teachers have changed the lives of the
students who have learned from them.
Here, three alumni describe faculty
whose lessons will last a lifetime.

Gustav Mesmer (1905-1981)
Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus
of Applied Mechanics
Robert Yeager:

"Professor Mesmer
always emphasized
integrity.
"I remember tak
ing a long exam .
About one hour
into it, there was a
loud explosion. Professor Mesmer had
picked up a book and slammed it.
Looking at two boys who were cheat
ing, he said: 'The exam is over, send
your papers to the front. There are
some things more important than
examinations.' Then came the most
eloquent lecture on integrity I have
ever heard: 'When everything else is
stripped away, you have nothing left.'
"I have never before or since met
anyone with his energy. His mantra
was that you don't withhold-you
have to push yourself.
"He was always fair. As a scholar
ship student, I had to do weJl. And I
got straight A's until one exam I
bombed. As he came bounding into
the amphitheater, he said, 'I have a
hunch that many of you did not do
as well as you hoped . Like life, some
times you have tests and you're up to
them, sometimes you're not. But if
you really know the material, come
to my office and answer three ques
tions. Answer them right, and you'll
get your "A.'"
"Knees shaking, I went to him and
said I'd like to take him up on his
offer. Handing me a piece of chalk, he
asked me to go to the chalkboard. I
don't remember the problems, but [
got them right . 'Herr Yeager,' he said,
'you get your " A. "'"
,. Robert N. Yeager, B.S. '64, has had five
careers (engineer, corporate manager,
baking instructor, writer, and
consultant) and is now
"retired," working as a
free-lance writer and per
sonal fitness trainer.
I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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"Comparative
anatomy was
never a course
required for
medical school
admission. However, if you were
a pre-med student at WU in 1970,
you considered Marilyn Krukowski 's
Compara tive Anatomy and
Embryology course to be essentiaL
"Professor Krukowski, along with
Judy Medoff [research instructor],
offered a course that integrated
anatomy, embryology, evolutionary
theory, and introductory physiology
in an exciting format. She demon
strated that the field of biology is
not composed of disparate disci
plines but ra ther should be viewed
from a unified, broad perspective.
That perspective has served me well
in approaching my past (and con
tinuing) medica l education.

"The value of her teaching was
emphasized to me a year later when
I was in the first year of medical
school at Tulane. The workload of
the second semester included two
tests a week. It was a challenge just
to finish the reading aSSignments, let
alone to fully digest the materiaL
"The night before a test in renal
physiology we had 450 pages of read
ing, which I hadn't completed.
Making it worse, the class lectures had
been disjointed and hard to follow.
Exasperated, I called a friend in the
junior class who was also a WU alum.
"When I explained my dilemma,
he said, 'You took comparative anat
omy, didn't you?' I then reviewed
Krukowski's presentation on renal
physiology. Those two or three
lectures substituted for the 450
pages of physiology reading.
"I aced the test! "
,. Allen Saxon, A.B. '7 1, is a general
surgeon in the Chicago suburbs.

......................................................................................................................................................

Sondra Stang (1928-1990)
Adjunct Professor of English
Laural Diane
Parker:
"'Diane, this is
wonderful writ
ing!' Having
Sondra Stang
write those words
on one of my
papers meant more to me than all
the nice comments from my other
teachers combined. Stang was gener
ous with her time and encourage
ment, but she bestowed praise only
when she felt it was truly deserved.
"She forced me to think about
each punctuation mark, each word,
every sentence construction I used.
'What do you really mean?' she
asked over and over. Her tone was
always gentle, caring, but she didn't
cut me any slack. I can now see that
the greatest compliment she paid
me-and all her students-wasn't
anything she said or did. It was her
attitude. She took us seriously-as

struggling writers, as human beings.
"More than anyone, she inspired
me to become a teacher. An exacting
one-like her. In an age when people
all too frequently toss around the
phrase 'self-esteem,' as if it's some
kind of inalienable right, it takes
courage to insist that students earn
their writing grades. It's so tempting
to lower standards. Besides, marking
papers-evaluating them and writing
comments-is time consuming. So is
conferencing. But it's still the best
way to teach writing: one on one.
"I'm glad I saw Professor Stang
again before her death and that I had
the chance to tell her I was becoming
a teacher. Many times since, I've
wished I could say to her, 'Thank you,
Sondra, most sincerely, for being such
a wonderful , caring teacher.'"
~

Laural Diane Parker, A.B. '83, MAT. '89,
teache s seventh-grade English and
social st udies in the Parkway School
District, in St. Louis County, Missouri.

............................................................................ .
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Sample Rates
of Return
SINGLE

LIFE

As you review your personal financial plan, you
may find that a Washington University Charitable
Gift Annuity can be helpful to you if you are age
60 or older. Here s one way you can modify your
plan and make a significant gift to the University:

Age

Rate

60

6.7%

62

6.8%

64

6.9%

66

7.1%

Rate of Return

7.7%

68

7.3%

Guaranteed annual income for life

$770

70

7.5%

72

7.7%

74

8.0%

76

8.3%

78

8.7%

80

9.2%

82

9.6%

84

10.2%

86

10.8%

88

11.4%

90

12.0%
TWO

LIFE

Ages

Rate

60 & 60

6.4%

60 & 65

6.4%

65 & 65

6.6%

65 & 70

6.7%

70 & 70

6.8%

70 & 75

7.0%

75 & 75

7.3%

75 & 80

7.5%

80 & 80

8.0%

80 & 85

8.4%

85 & 85

9 .0%

If you are age 72 and create a $10,000 Gift
Annuity with cash, you will receive the following
benefits:

Tax-free portion

$399

Taxable portion

$371

(for the first 14.5 years; then the
entire amount becomes taxable income)

Immediate federal income tax deduction
Effective payout rate

$4,221 *

10.9%

(first 14.5 years at the 31% tax bracket)

You maya/so fund a Gift Annuity with appreciated
securities.

The impact of
the Campaign for Washington

University is already
being felt across the
Hilltop and Medical
campuses. This unprece
dented early success
has enabled
Washington University
trustees to set a new
Campaign target
of $1. 3 billion.

Campaign FOR
Washington
University

T

~ka~ka

across
the Hilltop
Campus from
Skinker
Boulevard to
Big Bend or drive down Kingshighway along the Medical
Campus, and you will see gaping holes in the ground,
mounds of dirt, cranes with long booms overhead, and
construction workers. Those are just the most visible
signs of how the Ca mpaign for Washington University is
helping the University better serve its students and the
wider world.
Less visible, but arguably more important, is what the
Campaign's early success is allowing the University to do
in its classrooms and laboratories. All you have to do is
watch an energized faculty member-many are holders
of the 83 new endowed professorships established during
the Campaign-engaging some of the nation 's, and the
world's, most talented students in exciting new courses
arid programs.
For instance, Henry (Roddy) L. Roediger, Ill, the
James S. McDonnell Distinguished University Professor
and chair of the Department of Psychology in Arts &
Sciences, is one of the world's leading memory researchers.
Recruited from Rice University in 1996, Roediger's man
date was to build the psychology department, newly
housed in a modern $28 million building, into a world
class force. A recent report in Change, by two historians
at Vanderbilt University, says that is indeed happening.
Based on the number of citations garnered by faculty,
Washington University's Department of Psychology is
ranked No.2 in the United States. And, according to
Roediger, if the data were calculated before Larry L. Jacoby,
one of the most eminent cognitive psychologists in the
world, was recruited from McMaster University in Canada
earlier this year, "we could conceivably be No.1 now."
Among the many talented undergraduate students on
campus is Tanisha Lewis. When Lewis graduated from
McAdory High School in Bessemer, Alabama, with a

Progress was made on a major
Campaign initiative-the
advancement of biomedical
engineering-when ground was
broken for Uncas A. Whitaker
Hall for Biomedical Engineering
on October 2, 2000.

(C

Our responsibility is to

strengthen Washington
University so that it can
better serve humanity. "

4.47 GPA in
recruited from Johns Hopkins University to build
1998, she was
the new Department of Biomedical Engineering. Yin
offered admis
is recognized worldwide for his contributions to bio
mechanics and cardiovascular research. The depart
sion to
Washington
ment is already highly regarded nationally, and both
University and
graduate and undergraduate enrollment is steadily
nine other col
increaSing. In 1999, the Whitaker Foundation awarded
leges, includ ing Harvard, Dartmouth , and Emory. Her
two major grants to ensure the su ccess of the depart
ment-$l0 million toward the construction of
decision came down to Harvard or Washington University
because she thought she "would get an equally good edu
Uncas A. Whitaker Hall for Biomedical Engineering
cation enrolling at either o ne./I Thanks in part to a John
and $3 million to assist in recruiting new faculty.
B. Ervin Scholarship, among the $76.1 million in new
These are just four examples of how the Campaign
for Washington University is accelerating the
schola rship endowment secured to date during the
University's ascent among the world's premier uni
Campaign, her choice was Washingto n University. She
is a jun io r studying business.
versities. Chairman of th e Board of Trustees John F.
McDonnell says, "The entire Washington University
An exciting program-not new, but newly empha
sized- that is being enhanced by the Campaign is cancer
community should be very proud of what has
research . To date, School of Medicine investigators have
already been achieved. All of us associated with the
made major advances in the battle against cancer. Now,
University are extremely grateful to all those who
thanks to a $35 millio n investment by AlVin and Ruth
have contributed to this stunning success. But there
Siteman, the new cancer center that is being established
is so much more we must do. Success brings with it
will almost double the space currently devoted to cancer
great responsibility-a duty to ensure that we are
research and patient care at
good stewards of what we have
Barnes-Jewish Hospital. For
and the obligation to continue
patients in St. Louis and the
to improve. Our respon sibility
Midwest, the benefits of a
is to strengthen Washington
world lead er fo r research in
University so that it can better
cancer diagnosi s, treatment,
serve humanity. That is why we
and education are obvious. The
must raise the Campaign goal."
Sitemans' $35 million gift is
Project 21, the University's long
part of the more than $340
range strategiC planning process
million in gifts and commit
that preceded the Campaign iden
tified more than $1.5 billion in
men ts already secured for aca
dem ic program support.
high-priority needs and opportu
Biomedical engineering is
nities. To date, more than 65,000
alumni, friends , parents, faculty,
the new initiative that perhaps
and staff have made gifts and
best typifies the impact the
Campaign is having. In 1997,
commitments of $929.4 million.
Fran k C-P Yin, th e Stephen F.
Marvi n Mei nz is director of special development
and Cam ill a T. Brauer Professor
The Campaign directly helps students through
commu ni ca tions projects at the University.
of Biomedical Engineering, was
scholarship support. Tanisha Lewis, Class of '02,
received a John B. Ervin Scholarship. She chose
Washington University from among 10 college
offers because it felt like home.

®

udi McLean Parks, professor of
organizational behavior at
Washington University's John M.
Olin School of Business, has a story
to tell. In fact, in a McLean Parks'
course, students get to hear many
stories-creative metaphors used to exemplify
key issues of her research in employer
employee relationships, conflict negotiation,
and gender differences in the workplace. One
particular parable-like story of revenge, for
example, initially drew McLean Parks into
the study of conflict.
She recounts the story, set in the 1960s, of
a woman rumored to be at least 100 years old,
whom everyone called "Grandma." In McLean
Parks' paper titled liThe Fourth Arm of Justice:
The Art and Science of Revenge," Grandma
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had the most beautiful roses in town. Across the street
lived Earl, a man in his 60s. Earl took care of Grandma
by driving her when she had errands, shoveling her
walks, mowing her lawn, and even fixing her roof. No
matter how often Grandma tried to pay Earl, he refused.
Instead, he asked for her rosebushes after her death.
"Well, one day, Grandma felt her time coming. So
she went out and poured rock salt on all 32 rosebushes.
And then, very carefully, she picked the petals off each
and every rose and just as carefully put them in a neat
and tidy heap on Earl's front porch, in retaliation for a
long-forgotten score with Earl's family that only she
remembered .... Grandma Jived several more years,
and each summer she would sit in her rocking chair
in her garden, looking at where her bushes once stood
with a satisfied smile crossing her wizened face,"
according to the paper.
This story sparked McLean Parks' fascination with
defining "what makes a conflict a conflict." Looking
at the story of Grandma and Earl as an outSider, it
would seem Earl worked hard to help Grandma and
that she probably owed him the roses. Yet all along,
Grandma had harbored anger while Earl had labored
with the perception that nothing was wrong.
"I found it intriguing how these differential
perceptions overlapped a latent conflict that sat
and fermented for years, then flared up all of a
sudden," says McLean Parks. "How do those
different perceptions affect one person who
doesn't see a conflict while the other does?
How do people resolve such conflicts? These
questions form the core of my research."

WINTER 2 000
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FROM ROSEBUSHES TO WORKPLACE
RETRIBUTION
For McLean Parks, the Grandma and Earl story is a
paradigm for real-world business situations. What
happens when a manager (Earl) thinks all his employees
(Grandma) are happy when , in fact, they are not?
The employees-or employee-are unhappy and believe
an injustice has been done, while the manager believes
that nothing has been done to create the unhappiness
or injustice.
"When this occurs, something needs to be rebalanced,
like the need to throw rock salt on the roses," McLean
Parks says. "If you are not happy, you may do things
such as take an extra 15 to 20 minutes on your break, or
you may be rude to a potential customer. These may be
small things, but if you have a toxic workplace with a
large number of unhappy employees, then the aggregate
of their retributions can cost a company a lot of money. "
Employees who act out against their employers do
so for a variety of reasons. Yet, McLean Parks says more
often than not it comes down to employees believing
they have suffered an injustice. If employees believe
this, whether justifiably or not, they are going to react.
"Employees have this non-legal but nevertheless
binding psychological contract with their employer. The
contract concerns what they believe they owe the com
pany and what they believe the company owes them.
When they perceive that the contract has been violated,
they usually wiJ I find a way to react," McLean Parks says.
As she has studied employees and employers across
the country, McLean Parks has found that employees'
desire to be treated with dignity and respect is one of
the most-often-mentioned violations to the contract
not low payor not being promoted. McLean Parks tells
14
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a story about " inter-actional justice," in which a man
is terminated from a company and escorted out of the
building by armed guards . While this may not seem
like an injustice, these events happened on "Bring
Your Daughter to Work Day." By not firing the man
more discreetly, and, in fact, firing him in front of his
daughter, the employer sent a message to the other
employees that dignity and respect do not matter.

A HALF OR WHOLE ORANGE?
To bridge the gap between McLean Parks' research and
her classroom teaching takes another story. This time,
two children are fighting over an orange. To stop their
squabbling, the mother cuts the orange in two and
gives each a half. From the outSide, this seems like a
good solution. However, one child wanted to make
orange juice, while the other
wanted the rind to flavor a cake.
"Technically, each child
could have had a whole orange
if there had been more fact-find
ing," she says.
Opening minds and encourag
ing discussion during con fl ict
resolution is what flavors McLean
Parks' approach to teaching. It is
one of the ways she invigorates
her students.
Craig Thompson, M.B.A. '97,
M.S.C.E. '00, a former student
and current teaching assistant,
says, "What shows Judi at her
best is her ability to reach
students. Professional M.B .A.

1

"Most
students, for example, come here after a full day of work
to learn about organizational behavior for three hours.
Instead of nodding off, everyone is fully engaged and
participating in lively discussions."
In her organizational behavior class, McLean Parks
helps students learn how to motivate employees, fairly
assess their performance, and get them to follow directions
without feeling used.
"Most students come to business school to learn eco
nomics, finance, and those types of information. But the
students who have aspirations of being managers or leaders
need a full set of tools to manage the majority of employ
ees," McLean Parks says. "It's a good management talent to
be able to truly see something from another's perspective."

THE NOT-50-SOFT SIDE OF BUSINESS
According to Stuart Greenbaum, dean of the Olin School,
McLean Parks works on the human side of management,
as opposed to calculating financial ratios or recording
transactions according to generally accepted accounting
principles. He says, "I like to say that the soft, or human
side, is the hard side, and the allegedly hard side is
relatively easy. Judi brings a lifetime of scholarship and
an enormous human sensitivity to that soft side."
McLean Parks, who came to the University in 1995
and became the first female tenured faculty member in
the Olin School of Business in 1999, also teaches future
managers and leaders to negotiate and resolve conflicts
by using "experiential exercises." All class members are
given the same case to negotiate simultaneously.
"In some ways being a good negotiator is like being a
concert pianist," she says. "I wouldn't want you to have
only read about playing the piano before I paid to hear
you play. The same is true with negotiation. I wouldn't
want you negotiating on my behalf if all you had ever
done was read about it. You have to recognize all the
nuances-that is the purpose of the experiential exercises."
Despite being given the same cases, students' outcomes
vary considerably. McLean Parks provides an assessment
of each student's negotiating style and whether it works.
"I talk about the need to be able to use any style of

students come to business school
to learn economics, finance, and those

types of information. But the students who
have aspirations of being managers or leaders
need a full set of tools to manage the majority
of employees/, says McLean Parks.

negotiation when the circumstances call for it," she says.
"Just like over-wearing our favorite pair of jeans, we fall
into patterns where we over-use certain styles of negotia
tion because that is what makes us feel comfortable.
When my M.B.A. students see they have failed their first
two or three negotiations, they start looking for better
ways to get to an agreement where each party receives
a whole orange rather than a half."
Her study of negotiation styles also led McLean Parks
to investigate the differences between men and women
when dealing with contlict and justice. She discovered
that men and women use different criteria and persua
sion techniques for coming to conclusions about an
issue. She has a story that shows this firsthand.
A parks-and-recreation committee that included men
and women met to discuss the possibility of adding a
sandbox to a community park. McLean Parks observed
the meeting and noticed that men immediately focused
on money issues and were more task-oriented. The
women, however, wanted to begin with understanding
all the issues involved, why people felt the way they
did, and how the community would react.
The main issue was the sandbox. Parents in the com
munity had expressed a concern about the cleanliness
of it because area cats might use it as a litter box.
"The response of the males was, 'Well, we'll put a
screen on it. It's not a problem.' The response of the
females was, 'If the parents think it's a problem, it's a
problem, because they might not let their children
play in it,'" she says.
According to McLean Parks, it is important for her
students not to judge the different responses but to
learn when and under which circumstances a certain
style is more appropriate to use than the other.
Gender differences are just one other way that
McLean Parks leads her students to understand the need
to have a full set of skills as a manager or negotiator. She
states that a person who cannot structure a negotiation
and who doesn't understand the nuances of negotiation
will most likely be hindered in the workplace.
"Males may be more comfortable being assertive, and
females may be more comfortable being relational, but
nevertheless, both should be able to use all styles when
the need arises, because otherwise they won't have a full
toolbox. I wouldn't want someone who only had half
the tools to fix my toilet. I want my students to have all
the tools they might need, so they can make a consid
ered judgment about which style to use," she says.

®

C.B . Adams is a free -lance w riter based in St . Louis.
For more information, contact: www.olin .w ustl. edu/faculty/mcleanparks. ht ml.
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IVORY
TOWERS
The amazing architecture of the
Hilltop Campus has its history in
some of Britain's greatest campus
treasures-an art historian and
alumnus details these similarities.
BY NAPIER S. FULLER,

A.B. '96

Lookout towers and

a highly secure gate
characterize both WU's
Brookings Hall (left) and
the Gatehouse at Queens'
College in Cambridge
(below).

k someone where
Washington University
is located, and you are
bound to get three responses-two
of which are irksome: Washington, D.C., or
Washington State. Show someone a picture of
Brookings Quadrangle, and you will probably
hear two more wrong answers: Oxford or
Cambridge universities. This latter confusion is
more welcome, perhaps because Brookings
Quadrangle unifies similar elements of architec
ture found in these ancient English university towns.
Indeed the very notion of a large, fortified
quadrangle as an architectural unit of a university has
its roots in 14th-century Oxford. After the ravages of the
Black Plague and bloody "town-versus-gown" riot, some
Oxford scholars left the town permanently and moved to
Cambridge. Witnessing Oxford's misfortunes, the bishop
of Winchester sought to create a magnificent college in
the 1380s as a training ground for his clergy. He wanted
both a lasting memorial to his leadership and a structure
that would protect his investment.
The result was a fortress-like quad with lookout towers,
battlements, and a highly secure gate. The facade was
embellished with sculpture much like a church to present
a more piOUS
outward image
to the public.
The Gothic
plan featured

~

niches for religious sculptures,
gargoyles, and grotesques. It was
truly a "flex space"-ready to
shift from scholarly pursuits
to medieval warfare in minutes.
It was dubbed "New College" for
its bold architecture and remains
to this day an integral part of
Oxford's urban fabric.
Using New College's bold
design as inspiration, Walter
Cope and John Stewardson created many of
Washington University's Hilltop buildings in 1899.
The two Philadelphia architects found the quad-type
architectural unit appealing for it unifies many separate
buildings into a single massive room "with sky for a
ceiling which ... can never be disfigured."
Brookings Quad has always been a safe haven from
coal-fired urban grit, and this great room has been pro
tected from the aesthetic chaos of car-lots and modern
architecture down the hill. Today, Brookings remains
one of the sacred spaces of Washington University
something unchanging and tranquil amid all the
new construction. Passing through Brookings Tower,
one may notice the inscription, "Cendunt Horae,
Opera Manent" (The hours go by, the works remain) .
The architects likened the Gothic buildings to a tree
that must grow upward and outward in the future;
while they could not have imagined the growth of
science at Washington University and the subsequent
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Ridgley Hall (left) runs
along the west side of
Brookings Quadrangle,
which mirrors the
Canterbury Quad at
st. John's College
at Oxford University
(far left).
Opposite page:
Washington University's
Graham Chapel.
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A gatehouse serves both
as a landmark of visual
identity from the exterior
and to control access to
the interior of the quad
Brookings Hall (left),
the icon of Washington
University, and the
College Main Gate
of st. John's College
in Cambridge (below left)
are great examples.

needs for laboratory space, they anticipated Brookings
as being the root of this growth.
Whereas Oxford and Cambridge expanded quad-by
quad for the last 700 years upon windy roads, Washington
University has a definite east-west axis and grid system
set by landscape architects Olmstead, Olmstead, and Eliot,
which allowed for additional architectural units to exist
without discord and contrast. The landscape architecture
and site planning of the campus is quintessentially New
World in its grid layout.
Cope and Stewardson created Brookings Hall, the very
icon of Washington University, by studying several exam
ples of gatehouses in Cambridge. Most similar to Brookings
are the gatehouses of Queens' College and St. John's
College, Cambridge, which were both built by the same
master mason in the 15th century. The gatehouse serves
both to control access to the quad and to act as a landmark
of visual identity from the outside. Like Brookings, each of
the gatehouses has four octagonal turrets and battlements.
Because the best masons learned their craft in the construc
tion of chapels, it is not surprising to find the ceiling vault
ing and ornate relief sculpture acting as an embellishment
in the gateway. In Cambridge the upper rooms above the
gateway were treasured lodgings for the undergraduate
president and faculty dean, because the site permitted them
to observe the comings and goings of all members of the
college. At WU the chamber above the gateway was recently
used to observe and track one of Washington University's
more famous trustees, alumnus Steve Fossett, who attempted
to circumnavigate the globe in a hot-air balloon.

A CANTERBURY TALE
Ridgley Arcade, a focal point of l3rookings Quad, runs
along the west side of Brookings Quad and is a thinly
veiled reference to the Canterbury Quad at St. John's
College, Oxford. Considered exemplary, the Canterbury
Quad was built in 1636 by the archbishop behind existing
buildings to house an addition to the library. In Oxford the
typical college quad contains the students' and scholars'
lodgings, the dining hall, and the chapel-no classrooms,
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as students learn in tutorials with their teacher in his
lodgings. The Ca nterbury Quad addition to St. John's
obstructed the president's view of the gardens so it had
to be picturesque to compensate for this intrusion of his
view. The colonnade along the west side of the quad
references the Italian Renaissance with its three orders of
columns and sophisticated relief sculptures. The figures
depicted in the arcade are either saints or important
contributors to the college's bursary (they were equal
in the sculptor's eye, it seems).
Upon first glance, Ridgley and Canterbury arcades
are virtually indistinguishable, but a closer look reveals
several differences: Ridgley has much broader classical
columns emphasizing continuous form mu ch like an
aqueduct. Also it has more garland motifs and less
figurative relief than its English model. One won't find
a litany of found ers' coats-of-arms here in the more
modest Midwes t.

FIT FOR A KING
Finally, Gra ham Chapel finds its impetus in Ca mbridge
as well. The King's College Chapel is about four times
the size of Graham Chapel and is considered to be one
of the finest exa mples of late Gothic architecture in
Europe. Cons tru ction began in 1446 by the order of
Henry VI, founder of King's, and was completed] 01
years later by Henry VIII. The hallmark of the King's
College Chapel is the interior ceiling vaulting, which
was both an artistic and engineering marvel at the time.
The weight of the lofty limestone ceiling is channeled
into unobtrusive buttresses permitting wide stained-glass
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Grotesques, which are
found on many Hilltop
Campus buildings, allow
craftsmen to be creative
during the production
of a building,

windows to fill the chapel with light. The interior is one
contiguous rectangular space without interior support
columns. Graham Chapel closely resembles its English
model both on the interior and in the exterior.

DETAIL-ORIENTED
Cope and Stewardson also included many grotesques on
WU's buildings. A grotesque is a non-spouting gargoyle
that comes in a variety of forms: dragons, demons, dogs,
and disliked co-workers. In medieval times, the stone
craftsmen were allowed the freedom to create these
objects, and they were placed in the upper reaches of
walls as visual curiosities and tokens of the craftsmen's
talent. This permitted the craftsmen a bit of creativity,
for they spent most of their time executing designs for
a superior. To encourage the expression of personal
creativity within the framework of discipline and craft
is very much the goal of a university; hence it is most
fittin g that this ancient architectural detail is referenced.
Nap ier S, Fuller, A.B, '96, st udied at Oxford University during a study·abroad
program whi le attending Washington University,

Graham Chapel (left)
was inspired by
Cambridge's King's
College Chapel (far left),
Taking 101 years to
build, King's College
Chapel is considered
one of the finest
examples of late Gothic
architecture in Europe,
Not surprisingly, WU's
Graham Chapel is one
of the most beloved
buildings on the Hilltop
Campus,
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BY TERRI McCLAIN

By studying their bones/
Professor Erik Trinkaus
has learned much about
Neandertals and early
modern humans. His
discoveries are changing
our perceptions of who
they were.

IIEfJ JI DffTfll ptfJ II

he is sometimes
called. In the popular consciousness h e is the
caveman of cartoons and B-grade films-bent
kneed, hunch-shouldered, low-browed, and hairy,
wielding a club while he eats oversized haunches
of meat.
But such stereotypes are completely unfounded,
says paleoanthropologist Erik Trinkaus. In fact,
Neandertals, who lived between 100,000 and
28,000 years ago, were not all that different
from us.
Trinkaus, professor of anthropology in
Arts & Sciences, has made a career of studying
Neandertal fossils. He's learned a lot from
their bones.
"As a graduate student," he says, "I realized
that I could combine biology with my interest in
the past and in human behavior, and use them
all to try to understand what was going on in
the fairly distant human past."
At the same time, he became interested in
Neandertals. "A number of fossils had been
discovered in Europe and the Middle East.

They had been a
hot topic of discussion
for most of the 20th century. But in
the 1970s, no one really cared very much about them.
The real focus of human-origins research was on the early
phases-anything less than a million and a half years old
just wasn't sexy enough."
But this academic climate left open many opportunities to
study more recent fossils, says Trinkaus. "I was actually told,
when 1 was a graduate student, 'Why do you want to work
on Neandertals? We know everything there is to know about
them.' The fact is, there was a tremendous amount of
research that had never been done."
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TRINIHIVS can no

longer avoid the question of
origins because his recent research is so relevan t
to the subject ... and points
in evitably to assimi lation.

e know now tha t Neanderta ls were short,
stocky, and incredi bl y strong. T heir brow ridge
was heavy, the ir ch ins almos t nonexisten t,
their noses q ui te la rge. The ir bu ild was an adapta tio n to
the clima te, fo r Neand ertals lived prima rily in co ld
regio n s. They we re success ful hunters , but th ei r li ves
were diffi cult, the threa t of injury o r sta rvati o n eve r pre
sent. Th ey developed tools a nd wea po ns a nd stro ng sur
viva l sk ills. They cared for th e in ju red a nd the la me in
their sm all commun ities. Th ey wore o rn ame nts m ade o f
bo ne a nd anim al tee th . They bur ied the ir d ea d .
This is the sto ry told by their bones.
Trinka us has interpreted muc h of th is story fro m the
wear and tear on Neand ertal bodi es. Fo r in sta n ce, a n
un usuall y large nu mber o f Nea nd ertal ske leto ns have
h ea led broken bones. "It's a feat u re of su rv iva l," says
Tri nka us. "Th ere was a very hig h risk of injury, but
they were surviving."
Tr inkaus recently co-autho red, with Fred Smith ,
distinguis hed resea rch pro fesso r a nd cha ir o f th e
De par tm en t of An th ro po logy at Nort hern Ill inois
Universi ty, a st udy (whi ch was con ducted at Oxford
U ni ve rsit y a lo ng with resea rchers th ere) o f Nea nd erta l
bo nes fro m Croa ti a. By m eas uring th e iso top ic rati os
o f nitroge n- IS in th e bones, the resea rc he rs d e termin ed
th a t Nea nd ertals a te a di et rich in mea t. The ra tios
were simil a r to those fo u nd in th e bo nes of top -l eve l
ani m al p reda tors, such as lio ns. The find in gs also
indica te a hi gh d egree of socia l orga ni za ti on, necessary
fo r sma ll co m mun ities to hu n t large mam m als success
ful ly, and refute th e t heory th at Nea n der tals were
p rimarily scavengers.
The Croa tian Neande rtal remains are significa n t
for a not her reason. The researc hers dated the re m ains,
discovered in a cave at Vind ij a, to o n ly 28,000 yea rs
ago-th at's 2,000 years or more later than scientists had
previously believed the last Nea ndertals became extinct.
Wh at's m o re, ea rly mode rn
hum ans, th eor ized by m a n y
scie nti sts to have dri ven
Nea nd e rta ls to ex tin ctio n ,
li ved in re la ti ve prox imity
to Vindij a fo r th ou sa nd s
o f years. T hi s p roxim ity

Erik Trinkaus ' study of Neandertal
bones indicates that Neandertals
cared for the injured and the lame
in their small communities.
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Professor Erik Trinkaus directed the production of this Neandertal
statue made by Michael Anderson for an exhibit at the Maxwell
Museum, University of New Mexico, in 1990. The statue is based
more on biological facts than on prejudices.
Above right This 26,600-year-old triple burial of three early modern
human individuals was found in Ooln! Vestonice, Czech Republic
Trinkaus is working on some of the material there.
Right: This skeleton, buried nearly 25,000 years ago, was found in
Portugal. Trinkaus examined the skeleton of the 4-year-old child and
concluded that Neandertals and early modern humans intermixed and
produced children, and that the find was not an isolated offspring.

suggests contact and even some deg ree of assi m ilation
between the two g ro u ps.
" It is in te rest ing," says Smi t h, "th a t in th is time pe riod
where the re is the poss ib ility o f ove rl a p be twee n ea rl y
m od erns and eand erta ls, yo u beg in to see Neanderta l
culture in Europe taking o n some cha rac teri stics o f ea rl y
m od ern culture. You al so find , a t Vin dij a, bi o log ica l
cha rac te ristics that refl ect mod ern h u man mor ph o logy.
For example, the fa ces are smaller, t he brow rid ges are
sma ller, th ere is m ore of a chin. To me, all of those things
suggest a good bit o f cultural an d biological exchange
between the two popula tions ."
These and ot her discoveries have thrown Trinka Lls
in to th e mids t of a scientific fe ud . The debate revolves
aro u nd two rela ted qu estions: Were Neandertals displaced
or assi m ila ted by early mod ern h umans, and are they ou r
ances tors? (See box on page 24 .)

other early modern humans," says
Richard Smith, professor and chair of
anthropology in Arts & Sciences. "He's
extremely influential and creative. It's
exciting to have him around."
"Erik has provided very good descrip
tion and analyses of some very, very
important fossil material," says Fred
Smith. "The Shanidar sample from Iraq,
for example, which Erik studied in the
1970s and '80s, was crucial to how we
view Neandertals today. "

"Over the yea rs," Trinkalls says, "I have avoided, to a
large ex tent, the argum en t about ancestry. My focLls has
b ee n on t he biology-wh o they were rather than how
they relate to us ."
Trin kaus ca n no lo nger avo id th e question of origins
because his rece nt research is so relevant to the subject
a nd poi n ts inevitably to assimilation. He says, " If you
look at the current body of knowledge, both in human ·
pa leonto logy and ge netics, I think the iss ue really is:
To what degree were archaic humans like Nea ndertals
assim il ated? An d how much did it vary geographically?"
"Erik is at the stage where his work defines mLlch for
the researc h agenda of th e biology of Neandertals and

arly modern humans, who arrived
in Europe about 35,000 years ago,
have been somewhat neglected by
paleontologists. " In the 1990s, "
says Trinkaus, "it became increasingly
apparent to me that we knew more
about Neandertal biology than we did
about early modern human biology, the
common assumption being that they're
just like modern humans. But they are
significantly different from us in a variety
of characteristics. Starting in the mid-'90s,
I began several projects that involved the
same biological analyses on early modern
human fossil remains that I had done on
Neandertals."
The first of these studies was on
materials from the Middle East. Then
Trinkaus was invited by a Czech archaeol
ogist to help study some early modern
remains, dating to about 25,000 to 27,000
years ago, from the Pavlov Hills in the
Czech Republic. What he found there was
very exciting.
"These are incredibly rich sites," he
says. "They have the world's oldest inten
tion ally fired ceramics. They have the
world's oldest evidence of textiles. We've
found that some of the differences between these early
modern humans and Neandertals, in terms of things
like strength and endurance, are much less than we
originally thou gh t. They are very strongly built."
Although the biology of the Croatian and Czech
fossils seems to indicate some assimilation between
Neandertals and early modern humans, the findings
are inconclusive.
And there the question may have remained, tanta
lizing yet unanswered, but for an extraordinary find
in 1998. Portuguese archaeologists discovered the
almost complete skeleton of a child, about 4 years old
when he died, who was buried nearly 25,000 years ago.
W IN TER 2000
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Neandertals absorbed into the population and treated like
people, but the offspring of these so-called mixed mar
riages were clearly treated with full respect. A child would
not be given an elaborate burial ritual unless that individ
, ual was considered an important member of the social
group . We looked at it very much in a behavioral sense,
what this told us about what happened when Neandertals
and early modern humans met, at least in this region ."
The Portuguese find does not put an end to the contro
versy. Some anthropologists dispute Trinkaus' conclusions,
but this is not a bad thing, says physical anthropologist
Richard Smith. "Controversy is fundamental to our area
of research. In anthropology, controversy is a way of
working through the many implications of important
ideas. It's controversial because it's
an important issue. Erik's positions
are carefully thought out and highly
defendable."
Aside from his teaching responsi
bilities, Trinkaus plans to publish
more detailed descriptions of both
the Portuguese child and the Czech
The disappearance of the Neandertals has long intrigued scientists.
fossils. A third project involves a
The predominant theory used to be that early modern h umans
study of some 24,OOO-year-old
arrived in Europe and qu ickly displaced the Neandertals, who were not
burials in Russia. Each of his projects
physically, mentally, or culturally equipped to compete with the newcomers.
includes an international team of
The Neandertals soon died out or were pushed to the fri nges of Europe (such as
experts, and he relishes the exchange
the Iberian peninsula), where some of them survived for a couple thousand mo re
of ideas.
years before finally becoming extinct.
"I've got plenty to keep me going,
The two groups were long viewed as separate species, the Neande rtals short and
even without any more fossils, "
robust wi th protrud ing brows and receding chins, the early modern h umans tall and
Trinkaus says with a smile. "They're
gracile wi th high foreheads and delicate fea tures. The early moderns had art and lan
still digging at the Portuguese site.
guage. Ma ny scientists believed the Neandertals had neither. The early moderns
They might find more fossils. We'll
evolved in tropical Africa and quickly spread, re markabl y adap table, throughout the
just have to see." @

They invited Trinkaus to examine the skeleton.
"I started analyzing it and things started seeming strange
to me," he says. "[ thought it was an early modern human.
Then it suddenly occurred to me, 'Some of these features
look like a Neandertal. There's something wrong here.' I can
explain it in no other way but that it's a hybrid. The child
is very much a mosaic."
The announcement quickly became world news. While
the media focused on the interbreeding aspect, Trinkaus
was more intrigued with the social and biological implica
tions of the find.
"The burial was of the kind associated with early modern
humans. The anatomy was mixed, and so our
interpretation was that not only were

DISrLtlCfMfNT VS. tlSSIMILtlTlON

world. The Neandertals were adapted to colder climes and represented an offshoot-a
dead limb-on the human family tree.
But recent discoveries have challenged this view.
"There no longer appears to be that sudden kind of disappearance," says Trinkaus.
"They were coexisting."
And the species question? "It's a
name game," he says.
A recent study of Neandertal DNA
foun d sequences outside the range of
modern human variatio n. While
ma ny people concluded from this
that Neandertals could not be ou r
ancestors, others argued that the fact
that Neandertal DNA is no longer to
be fou nd in the human population
does not necessarily exclude them
fro m our ancestry. Those sequences
could have been bred ou t over the
LA~VELHO
tens of thousands of years since
(N,SOO years ago)
Neandertals became extinct. Even
the discovery of an apparent
ZAFARRAYA
Neandertal-early-modern-human
(32,000-28,000 years ago)
hybrid in Portugal does not answer
the question. Some Neandertals and
• Neandertal Sites
early mode rn hu mans may have
• Early Modern Humans
interbred, and they may-or may
Movement of Moderns
not-have surviving descendants.
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Te rri McClain is a production ed itor/designe r in
Wash ington Un iversity·s Publications Offi ce.
For more informat ion . contact:
http //artsci.wust l. edu/-anthrolblu rb/b_trin k.html.
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SERVING SOCIETY
BY DESIGN

...

From affordable urban housing
to centers for welfare services,
architect Michael Willis, FAIA,
and his self-built firm create
environments that are visually
exciting and address the needs
of the human spirit.
By

JUDY

H. WADS

Helping move people from
welfare to work, Michael Willis
Architects designed a "self-suffi
ciency center" for California's
Alameda County "We're modeling
the kind of place people will go
to find work, " Willis says.
..................................................................................................................................................................................

This 9-story transitional
housing, designed by
Michael Willis Architects
(MWA), serves the needs
of the homeless in San
Francisco's Tenderloin
district, the vertical rows
of bay windows help
integrate the building
into the community
Previous page.
Michael Willis 15 pictured
in front of the Halladie
Plaza elevator in San
Francisco . In response to
a lawsuit from a disabled
group, MWA designed it
as a sculpture that pro
vides access from Market
Street to a plaza and pub
lic transportation below
26

t was like hearing the call of the sea, "
says Michael Willis of his sudden
certainty during a 10th-grade drafti ng
class that he was put on Earth to create
buildings. "I said to myself, This is it.'
But I had no idea how to get there . I
didn't even know about architecture school. "
Willis almost didn't find out. His artist
mother was enthusiastic about his epiphany
but unable to advise him. So the teenager
who had lived in St. Louis'
inner-city Pruitt-Igoe housing
and Laclede Town-and who
was attending Roosevelt High
School in South St. Louis at
a time when "it was a pretty
rare event for a black
st. Louisan to be stepping
off the bus at Grand and
Arsenal"-turned to his guid
ance counselor for help.
The woman told Willis he
should go to trade school. "We
went back and forth about it,"
Willis says, "and stw wasn't
changing my mind. I was
getting extremely frustrated.
I simply didn't know how
to take the next step."
As if by celestial fiat,
"an angel on Earth" in the
guise of a counselor named
Gloria W. White was in the
next room and h ad heard
every word. White, who would
later become vice chancellor
for human resources at Washington University,
called Willis into her office. "You know
what? We'll get you into architecture school,"
she said.
Willis went on to enroll in Arts & Scien ces
at Washington University, the school he h ad
always considered from his distance "that
mysterious and shining place on the hill. "
The University was rich in remarkable people,
he says; it produced friend s he cherishes to
this day; and it allowed him to explore every
thing that was important to him.
When he completed his undergraduate
work in 1973, Willis entered what proved to
be a life-defining joint master's degree pro
gram in architecture and SOCial work at WU.
Underwritten then by the ationallnstitute
of Mental Health, the dual-degree graduate
program trained architects to be res pon sive
to many-faceted public housing needs.
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Today Willi s, A.B. '73,
M.Arch . '76, M.SW. '76,
holds a Distinguis hed
Alumn i Awa rd from his
alma mater and is a member
of its School of Architecture
National Council. And h e is
reveling in t h e work he was
born to do. After spend ing
10 years with St . Louis '
Flem in g Corporation, in
1988 h e single-handedly
laun ched Michael Willis
Architects (MWA) in San
Francisco but thought of it
as a group practice from the
start. Again Willis took per
fe ct m easure of possib ility.
The a rchitecture, interiors,
and plan ning fir m now has
36 m embers and offices in
San Francisco and Oakland,
California, and in Portland,
Oregon.
A fellow of t h e American
Institute of Architects, Willis
is kn own for h is award
win ning fi rm 's integration
of community participation
and fine urban design in
affordable housing and n eighborhood revital
ization pro jects. In the Gateway City alone,
he h as worked on three major n eighborhood
effor ts and is involved in a fourth , the Jeff
Vander Lou Neighborh ood Master Plan , which
is supported by the Danforth Fou ndation .
Other types of p ro jects in cl ude the 2-m il lio n
square-foot Internati on al Termi na l at San
Francisco Airport, and the pl anning and
d esign of major industria l, h ealth-care, and
ed ucational facil ities. MWA's una bridged
pro ject list would fill a dozen pages.
The h eart of his work is transform ation
arch itecture, Willis says. "We look at every
pro ject as an opportunity fo r transfo rm ation.
We always sea rc h for th e spirit of the pro ject.
We wan t to create environmen ts, fo r example,
that h elp in tegrate th e poor into SOCiety. We
can 't carve ou t a moat, put poor-people hous
ing on it, and slice it off from the rest of th e
city. The St. Lou is exam ple would be Pru itt
19oe. Well, th at does n't go. We do n 't do that .
"There is always an expectation abou t a
population a n d what those p eop le may or
may n ot 'deserve.' What we do is transform
not only the [client's and public'sl ideas of
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what that population deserves but the
population's own expectations as well."
To appreciate what that means, first pic
ture a typical welfare office-a characterless
room done in institutional-drab where
people wait on folding chairs for a loud
speaker's summons. Now imagine the
"self-sufficiency center" MWA designed for
California's Alameda County to help people
move from welfare to work. It is airy and
high-ceilinged, with curving walls, diagonal
corridors, skyligh ts, and a striking color
scheme: white walls, sunshine-yellow sup
porting posts and rails, and a high black
grid ceiling with recessed lights like scat
tered polka dots. Both architecturally and
technologically, the center looks like a
smart 21st-century office, Willis says.
"We're modeling the kind of place people
will go to find work." The building even
helps alter county workers' attitudes as
they fulfill their new roles.
Transformation was also the matrix for
a structure MWA designed for the homeless
in San Francisco's Tenderloin district, one
of the city's roughest areas. In close consul

tation with the commissioning
inner-city church leader and his
congregation, MWA built 9-story
transitional housing next door to
the church. Vertical rows of bay
windows help integrate the building
into the community; a copper cornice
shaped like traditional African head
rests seems to point to the church.
Willis says he knew the building
was successful when he watched a
tourist walk in with luggage and ask
where to check in.
And at a time when contemporary
cultural critics, like their 19th-century
counterparts, fret about the dehu
manizing effects of machines as well
as the sacrifice of quality to profit,
MWA is drafting equations that
include the needs and preferences
of people from all economic strata.
Many of the firm's projects are com
missioned by water districts-among
them an ozonation facility designed
to fit the environment in El Sobrante,
California, "without compromising
one iota the engineering protocols
and project necessities." Imaginative
features abound, such as a main wing
constructed like a skylighted art
gallery, with panels of glass showcasing
the stainless-steel generator, control panels
bathed in turquoise-blue light, and bright
red and blue pipes. "Workers can move
more easily through the facility," Willis
says, "so they do their jobs more effi
ciently." The building is energy-conserving,
easy to maintain, and designed with the
workers' comfort, safety, and men tal atti
tude in mind.
Willis says he has always been awed
by the great cathedrals of Europe, designed
so that all who entered could apprehend
the central message of spiritual power and
glory. Most of MWA's massive waterworks
facilities contain vast vertical galleries
where visitors grasp the operation's enor
mity and worth. "When my clients walked
into the ozonation facility, they looked
arouQd and nodded their heads. They
got the point. And so does the public.
And it appears, in a way, I have designed
my cathedraL" @

"There

is
always an
expectation

about a population
and what those
people mayor may
not 'deserve.' What
we do is transform
not only the
[client's and pub
lic's] ideas of what
that population

deserves

but the

population's own
expectations
as well."

Judy H. Watts is a free -la nce write r based in San ta Barba ra.
Ca li forn ia. and is a fo rmer editor of this magazine
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By GLORIA SHUR BILCHI K

Shirley Cleary _ _ _

.J
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ntil they graduated from Washington University in the mid-'60s, twin
sisters Manon and Shirley Cleary were identical in nearly every way:
they looked alike; they dressed alike; th ey sounded alike; they thought
~

alike. They even enrolled in identical classes in th e School of Art and competed
with each other for grades. Since then, though they remain emotionally and, of
course, genetically entwined, their paths have diverged, and each has emerged
with a distinct artistic persona .

~

i

Shirley is the outdoorsy one. Well
known as a land scape artist in western and
wildlife ga lleries in the United States and
in New Zealand, her paintings often feature
fly-fi shing-a sport Shirley fell in love with
when she moved to Montana in 1971.
"Fly-fishing isn 't just a sport, it's an
emotional experience and a way of life.
So much of it is about being affected by
the environment around you," says Shirley,
who uses gouache, a watercolor-like
medium, to capture the nuances of light
and water that characterize her landsca pes.
"The message is the joy and love of
fishing in an environment that dese rves
to be preserved."
Her husband, Frank Cooper, often serves
as her model. "He's an expert fish erman,
he's convenient, and he has all the proper
gear, which is an essential part of the
sport," she says. A prolific artist, Shirley's
work has been featured in many presti
gious publications, including American
Artist, Art West, Wildlife Art, and The Artist's
Maga zine, and is sold through more than
15 galleries. The National Arts for the
Shirley Cleary, Secret Spot. Gouache,
Park Competition accepted six of her
93/4 " x 79 7/2."
paintings, and in 1999 she received the
Conservation Award in Communications
from Trout Unlimited, a national environmental group, and was nam ed
the organization's 2001 Artist of the Year.
In contrast, Manon prefers to stay indoors in her Washington, D.C.,
studio. Acknowledging that she is harder to pigeonhole as an artist, she
describes herself as a figurative artist, whose work wavers among realism ,
magiC realism, and photo-rea lism . Her most rece nt solo show centered on
"sexy flowers," inspired by photos shot at the Smithsonian's annual orchid
exhibit. Ea rlier subjects have included erotic self-portraits, emotionally
disturbing figure drawings, and a series of paintings of rats.
"My work has been more con troversial and a tougher sell than Shirley's,
so I've always had a day job, " says Manon, adding that WU classmates who
observed h er struggle to make sorority grades her first semester might be
shocked to learn that she ended up as professor of art and one-time associ
ate dean of the Co llege of Liberal Arts at the University of the District of
Columbia. One of Washington, D.C.'s most recognized and respected
artists, her record includes more than 20 solo exhibitions and more than
ISO group shows. Her work can be found in public and private collections
around the world, including th e Brooklyn Museum; Art Institute of
Chicago; the American Embassy in Lima, Peru; the National Museum of
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Women in the Arts; and the Kasteeve State
Museum in Almaty, Kazakhstan.
But both sisters' artistic and professional
self-actualization took a while. During their
WU days, neither Shirley nor Manon envi
sioned a career as a full-time studio artist .
They majored in art education, a path consid
ered acceptable by their traditional-minded
parents. "We were in art school to become
teachers, so we could
support ourselves. Our
parents didn't wan t uS
to turn into beatniks,"
recalls Shirley. After
graduating in 1964,
both taught art in
St. Louis high schools
for two years.
Later, they simulta
neously enrolled in
graduate studies at
Tem pie University's
Tyler School of Art,
in Rome, Italy. "We're
thankful, every day,
Shirley Cleary, Playing a Fish-Fall. Gouache,
that we went to the
17" x 221/3. "
schools we went to in
the order we attended
them," says Manon.
"At Washington U.,
we received wonderful
training in the classical
tradition: how to see,
how to draw, the craft
of making art. In grad
Manon Cleary,
uate school, when sub
Unicorn #2. Oil on
ject matter and self
canvas, 40" x 40. "
expression were the
focus, we had ski lis
that some others
lacked."
After graduate
school, the sisters
began to discover that
they had different
ideas to express. "Even
so, we continued to
live in the same city
and travel parallel
paths," observes
Manon. "Everything
changed when Shirley
moved to Montana. J
felt crushed . But her
leaving forced us to
come to grips with our
twin-hood and how
freaky it had been.
Manon Cleary, Exotic
[ did a series of draw
Flower Series XI. Oil
ings based on it."
on canvas, 18" x 24."
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But even as their lives diverged, the sis
ters maintained a deep respect and admira
tion for each other's art. "I adore Manon's
work. It's exquisite. She does the most gor
geous things with color and light, and her
graphite drawings are unbelievably rich and
deep," says Shirley, who admits that hang
ing some of Manon's more controversial
works-such as her Rape series or Men i11
Plastic Bags-in wildlife-intensive Montana
galleries and homes might be problematic.
Manon is a fan of Shirley's work, too.
"She's an absolute master at creating an
illusion of reality," says Manon. "I admire
her ability to paint exactly what she sees.
And she can paint smaller than I can see
with gouache . She has mastered a medium
and technique that most artists wouldn 't
touch with a lO-foot pole, let alone make it
their primary mode. It's magic." Several of
Shirley's works adorn the walls of Manon's
apartment, which is known as a showplace
for high-quality art.
Shirley and Manon agree that their
success as artists has far exceeded their
expectations. Manon puts it this way:
"We have invented lives for ourselves
that our parents couldn't have hoped for
and that we never could have dreamed up.
I never could have imagined what my life
has turned out to be."
Recently, Manon and Shirley have been
rediscovering their common ground . In
1999, Shirley spent six weeks in
Washington, D.C. , collaborating with
Manon on a project for an exhibit , The
Relationship of Body and Self, at the Cooper
Street Gallery in Memphis, Tennessee. For
the project, Shirley photographed Manon,
who used computer graphics to manipulate
the images into a finished conceptual piece.
The work was awarded Best of Show.
"I think we both agree that my photos
and her creativity combined successfully,"
says Shirley. "We've been in different
worlds in terms of our art, but we realJy
worked well together."
Staying in telephone contact two or
three times a week, they've also been swap
ping gallery connections and encouraging
each other to expand into previously unex
plored artistic subject matter and new pro
fessional ventures. "We're going to enjoy
crossing into each other's territory and
seeing how it washes, " says Manon . " We' re
moving together both emotionally and pro
feSSionally. Our lives are coming full circle." @
GlOria Shur Bllchlk. A.B. '67. MAT '68, is a free-lance w riter
based in St. Louis .

PIVOTAL
EVENTS
by

MARY ELLEN BENSON

Medical teaching and research
and mountain climbing have
been intertwined in the life of
Thomas Hornbein. He credits
a "pivotal" moment when his
parents sent him to summer
camp in Colorado.

hen Tom Ho rnbein was a youngster
growing up at 6955 vVaterman in
University Ci ty, Missouri, he used to
climb to th e roof of his ho use . On May 22, 1963,
he climbed to th e top of the world.
Ju st afte r 6 th at sprin g eve ning, Hornbein
and hi s cli mbin g partner, th e late Willi Unsoeld,
reached th e su mmit of Mt. Everes t. They had
pi o n eered a n ew ro ute up Everes t's West Ridge,
still con side red o n e o f climbing's greatest
ac hi evemen ts. In hi s book Everest: The West: Ridge
(S ierra Clu b, 1965), Ho rnbein describes that
approach to th e summit:
"Just rock, a do m e o f snow, the deep blue
sky, and a hunk o f ora nge- painted metal from
whic h a shredded American flag cracked in the
wind. No thi ng m ore. Excep t two tin y figures

W
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wal king together those last few feet to th e
top of the earth."
Unsoeld and Ho rnbein spent about 20 min
utes on the summit. Then they bega n the
perilous descent via the South Col route, the
first trave rse of a m ajo r Himalayan peak,
rejoining o the r m embers o f th e first successful
American expeditio n to Everest.
In the nea rly fo ur decades since those
moments at the hi ghest spot o n Ea rth, moun
tains have been a powerful m etaphor for ways
in which Tom Hornbein has approached his
life and career.
He h as had a distinguished ca ree r as an
anesthesiologist, including serving as chairman
of th e Department o f Anesthesiology at the
University of Washington School o f Medicine
in Seattle from 1978 to 1993. And it was the
mountains that brought him to medicine.
As an und ergraduate st udy ing geo logy at
the Univers ity of Colorado, Hornbein says,
"f spent a lot o f m y ti me climbing-cutting
labs and thin gs to do that. I go t involved with
mountain rescue and teac hi ng first aid ." At th e
end of hi s junio r year, he decided to follow
his inte res ts and stud y m edic ine, intending
to return to live in th e mountains as a family
practition er. He app li ed to medical sc hool,
and, he says, "Washington University was
willing to co n sid er someo ne off the beaten
prem ed path" and accep ted him. He ea rned
his M.D. in 1956.
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Mountains
and Medicine
-~

From the melding of
mountains and medi
cine, Hornbein became
interested in how peo
ple acclimatize to high
altitudes. This led to a
lifelong research inter
est in the physiology of
breathing and altitude
adaptation. In particu
lar, he has focused on the stimuli that
prompt an animal to breathe, especially
the effect of hypoxia on carotid body
sensors and the regulation of brain extra
cellular fluid acid/base balance. He had
begun to think about specializing in
surgery, he says, when his surgery profes
sor, Carl Moyer, "suggested anesthesiology
to me, which was
something I would
have never thought
of." Hornbein
decided that anes
thesiology would
allow him to com
bine his research

interests with taking care of patients.
Having received his medical degree,
Hornbein interned at King County
Hospital in Seattle, then returned to
St. Louis for a residency in anesthesiology
at Barnes Hospital, followed by a two-year
fellowship in the laboratory of Professor
Albert Roos, supported by the National
Institutes of Health.
"Thinking back to Washington
University," he says, "the individual
who impacted most powerfully on my life
is Albert Roos. He taught me a lot about

/
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science and the passion of being a sCientist.
In many ways, he was the most influential
individual both in my life and science."
But Hornbein's passion for mountains
did not take a back seat to his passion for
science and research. In 1960, he had his
first experience of high-altitude climbing in
the Karakorum Himalayas when he joined
an expedition that climbed Masherbrum.
Among the members of that group were
Willi Unsoeld and Dick Emerson, who later
participated in the Everest expedition.
The climbers on Masherbrum had diffi
culty with their Swiss-made oxygen masks,
and Hornbein became interested in trying
to solve the problem. "We found it was
very difficult to breathe through them,
although we didn't train or get accustomed
to them ahead of time," he says. "We
decided it was easier to climb Masherbrum
without oxygen.
"When I came back, I set out to design
a simpler mask-one that has a lower
resistance to breathing. I came up with the
concept of a mask that has only one valve
to prevent breathing back into the rubber
bladder into which oxygen flows from
the tank. When you breathe in, you pull
oxygen out of the bag.
"One evening in Wohl
auditorium I gave a talk to
the medical staff on my
Masherbrum trip . One of
the surgeons, Gene Bricker,
brought up a patient he
had operated on a few days
before-a massive surgical
procedure. Gene told me
of his patient's interest, so
I went up and met him. I
spent many afternoons visit
ing with him; his name was
Fred May tag, head of the
May tag Company. He lit up
when I told him about this
mask. He got his R&D department to work
on turning my concept into a mask that
would be molded from a single piece of
rubber. So they made the masks for the
[Everest] expedition."
During his fellowship in Roos' labora
tory, Hornbein was invited by Norman
Dyhrenfurth to join the American Everest
expedition, an invitation he readily
accepted. "I said that I had some ideas
about oxygen masks," Hornbein recalls.
"He said, 'OK, would you mind being in
charge of the oxygen? '"

-¢
With his fellowship over in 1961, "The
Navy nabbed me," as Hornbein puts it.
While his fellow climbers prepared for the
Everest expedition, Hornbein asked the
Navy's permission to be able to join them.
"My commanding officer, the admiral in

San Diego, was enthusiastic, but back
in Washington they said they couldn't
spare anyone, and I was turned down.
Then they shipped me off to Thailand
because things got a little unsettled along
the Mekong River.
"The second request to be permitted to
go to Everest, just before I was sent off
there, went all the way up to the secretary
of the Navy. That was also turned down."
During the summer of 1962 as the other
team members gathered on Mt. Rainier,
Hornbeinjoined them with the oxygen
equipment. "I perceived myself as not really
being a member of the team," he says.
Willi Unsoeld, who had been on the
1960 Masherbrum climb, was heading off
to become the associate director of the
Peace Corps program just beginning in
Nepal. He told his boss that Hornbein
was not being released by the Navy. "As
it turned out," Hornbein says, "Sargent
Shriver (head of the Peace Corps) called his
brother-in-law, (President) John Kennedy,
who called Bob MacNamara (the secretary
of defense).
"The next Monday morning when I was
in the operating room in San Diego, I got
this phone call from some admiral who
said, 'I understand you want to go climb
Mt. Everest.' [ said, 'Yes,' and he said, 'I've
been instructed that you may do so, but
you're going to have to leave the Navy.'
"On February 3, 1963, I was discharged
from the Navy."

After Everest
Tom Hornbein returned from the Everest
expedition to a position as assistant profes
sor of anesthesiology and of physiology and
biophysics at the University of Washington
School of Medicine in Seattle.
"I was just starting my academic career,"
he says. "I was worried that I would be for
ever known as 'the doc who had climbed
Everest'; I needed to establish my creden
tials as a scientist.
"It was almost like a schizophrenic
existence. People would ask me to give a
talk about Everest, and I was doing that
partly to payoff the debt and partly
because it's fun. I certainly got to meet a
lot of interesting people this way.
"But I kept it a separate piece of my life
until I hit abou t SO. I realized, or maybe fig
ured out, it didn't much matter any more."
He also discovered, he says, "that, ulti
mately, mountains are the spiritual as well
as the professional and social foundation
of my life. Everything else has grown
from that passion, including my choice
of medicine, my choice of specialty, and
my research directions."
His medical career has led to publica
tion of more than 100 journal articles
and book chapters, as well as honors
ranging from a Distinguished Teaching
Award from the University of
Washington in 1982 to membership on
the prestigious Institute of Medicine.
He retired from clinical practice three
years ago but continues to teach. And
he continues to climb. Though slowed
a bit by age (70 in November) and an
artificial hip, "I'm still able to climb
pretty actively," he says. "[ can climb
rock at a standard higher than those
pioneering first ascents decades ago,
thanks mainly to the footwear" and other
advances in technology.
As he looks back to those ascents of his
University City home, he says, "I've gotten
interested in recent years in the pivotal
events in life-the moments that change
your life. There are many of them, of
course. The one at the top of my list is
when my parents made a decision to send
me to a camp in Colorado instead of, say,
MiChigan'." @

IIU ltimately,
mountains are the
spiritual as well as the
professional and social
foundation of my life.
Everything else has
grown from that pas
sion, including my
choice of medicine, my
choice of specialty, and
my research directions."

"When / came back {from the
Masherbrum climb}, / set out to
design a simpler mask----one
that has a lower resistance to
breathing, " Hornbein says. "/
came up with the concept of a
mask that has only one valve to
prevent breathing back into the
rubber bladder into which oxy
gen flows from the tank. " The
Maytag Company then used his
design to produce masks for the
Everest expedition

Mary Ellen Benson is the executive editor of this magazine
For more on Thomas Hornbe in's work, visi t the Web site
myprofile .cos .com/hornbeit83.
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LEARNING All
THE WAY

William Patient credits his mentors with

helping him become a successful business
person and community leader.

Learning is not a solitary pursuit.
William F. Patient, B.5.Ch.E. '57,
has drawn that realization from his
lifelong pursuit of knowledge and
understa nding. He easily gives
credit where it's due, when he tells
how he got from where he started
to where he is today. Many friends,
acquaintances, and mentors helped
transform a young man from south
ern Illinois into the retired chemical
company executive and community
leader who helps others have a
chance at better lives.
He recalls the high school teachers
who helped him get into college. He
remembers, with particular respect
and affection, the professors who nur
tured his ambition and interest in
engineering. He praises associates in
business who allowed-and encour
aged-him to follow his instincts and
put his ideas into practice. He speaks
most lovingly of his wife, Bonnie, his
high school sweetheart and compan
ion for more than four decades .
He also credits others who shared
insights about global business and
living in diverse cultures, who set an
example for community involvement,
and who have shared their enthusi
asm for Washington University.
But Patient deserves the credit for
knowing what he wanted out of life
and for seizing opportunities that
came his way. Growing up across the
river from St. Louis and knowing that
only one member of his family had
gone to college, he was determined
to go. But there was the matter of
money.
34
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"The brothers at Central Catholic
High School in East St. Louis stepped
in and sent me to St. Mary's College
in San Antonio, Texas," Patient says.
After a couple of years, though, he
dropped out because he wanted to
be an engineer, and St. Mary's didn't
have an engineering program. He
came back to St. Louis and went to
work at a flour mill.
Patient's job enabled him to attend
night school. He went to see Dean
Lawrence E. Stout at Washington
University's School of Engineering and
said he wanted to study engineering

the oil industry because I really loved
process engineering. I was able to take
some graduate courses while I was
there. It was a great experience."
But short-lived. A bitter refinery
strike persuaded the company to move
its R&D facilities from Texas City to
Whiting, Indiana . Patient didn 't want
to go there, so they offered him an
alternative: join their new chemical
business in Joliet, illinois.
He did, but, he says, " I eventually
decided that the oil company didn't
understa nd the chemical business."
He heard about a small operation in

UI wouldn't be where I am if I h adn't had people
but that he had to finish in two years.
"Stout told me it would be a snap," he
laughs, "and he damned near killed
me my junior and senior years. But I
did make it, and I always thought [
got a good education. Chemical engi
neering was a very good department;
the faculty were outstanding, and the
School was the size where people knew
you and cared about you-things you
didn't see at a large state university."
Bill also married Bonnie, whom he'd
dated since high school, during his
senior year.
In 195 7, armed with a chemical
engineering degree and accompanied
by his new wife, he set off to join
American Oil Company in Texas. "[ was
one of the few in my class who didn 't
go to work for a St. Louis chemical
company," he says, "but I wanted to go
to the Gulf Coast and get involved in
W I NTE R 20 00

who cared enough to help me,
mentor me, and educate me.

... My education has been a
blessing," Patient says.
West Virginia, just starting with a new
plastic called ABS. "I was fascinated by
the plastics business, which wasn't aU
that big then," he says, joking about
the scene from The Graduate.
It was a small company, but part
of a larger one: Borg-Warner
Corporation. That career move in
1962 took him to Borg-Warner for
almost 28 years. "When I got there
the chemical company was worth

Bonnie and William Patient,

B.S.Ch.E. '57

about $30 million. When r left, it was
worth a couple of billion," h e says.
Patient's career paralleled the compa
ny's growth. He became vice president
for sales and marketing, then vice
president for manufacturing, and, in
1980, president of Borg-Warner
Chemicals Europe.
The six years h e, Bonnie, and
their five children spent in Europe
plus assignments in Japa n , Australia,
and Canada-sharpened Patient's
understanding of global business
and his appreciation for the cultures
he encountered. His lighthearted
appraisal: "Bonni e and r were 'indus
trial gypSies.'"
Like many undervalued companies
in the '80s era of m ergers, acquisitions,
and leveraged buy-outs, Borg-Warner
was hotly courted. The company
devised its own pre-emptive LBO.
Knowing the business would have to
be split up, Borg-Warner decided to
auction off the chemical company,
star of the portfolio, to GE.
Patient stayed for the transition,
retiring in 1989 at age 55. Learning
he was available, the BF Goodrich

Company invited him to talk about
their chemical business. "I thought it
might be some kind of tum-around
thing-I'd stay three or four years,
change the business, then go back
into retirement, " he says.
"But things didn't work out that
way. After a thorough strategic eva lua
tion, Goodrich decided it didn't want
to be in the PVC business and asked
me to take the division public as a
new corporation. I didn't hesitate to
say yes to that proposal."
Thus, the Geon Company, with
Patient as chairman, preSident, and
chief executive officer, was born in
1993. Despite its history of leadership
in vinyl resins and compounds, the
newly independent company was
underperforming. Patient and his
management team came up with
plans to cut costs, improve operating
efficiencies, and increase productivi ty.
In 1997, they further reshaped Geon
from a domestic commodity chemical
company into an international com
pany focused on polymer technOlOgy,
service, and innovation.
Patient's second "retirement" in
W IN TE R 2 000

1999 gave him more time to devote to
the community. As chairman of the
board of Cleveland State University,
he maintains an office in the school's
business administration building a few
blocks from Lake Erie in downtown
Cleveland and adjacent to Playhouse
Square, a reinvigorated theater district
that's part of a striking downtown
rebirth. He is a trustee of the Playhouse
Square Foundation and other organiza
tions, including the University
Hospitals Health System, the Musical
Arts Association, and the Greater
Cleveland Roundtable. He is also on
the board of Navi star International.
"I wouldn 't be where I am if I
hadn 't had people who cared enough
to help me, mentor me, and educate
me. I feel so grateful to Washington
University. My education has been a
blessing," he declares.
Which helps expla in his current
priorities: He is leading an urban
university that extends opportunities
to economically disadvantaged
young people, serving on the Ohio
Governor's Commission on Student
Success, and serving as chair of
Washington University's Cleveland
Regional Cabinet and on the School
of Engineering and Applied Science
National Council. Last spring, he
presided over the kickoff of the
Cleveland Regional Campaign.
Bill Patient has come full circle.
The young man helped to achieve his
dreams by others now is the mentor,
repaying those acts of kindness and
caring. The lesson was learned well.
-fohn W Hansford
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elected to the WU Board of
Trustees. He received a
Distinguished Alumni Award
from the University at
Founders Day in 1997.
"The Washington University
With the WU Alumni
Web site not only gives
Association gone global,
though, helping large numbers
alumni a great source of
of alumni actively participate
in the life of the University
up-to-date information about
sounds like a tough, even
what's happening on campus,
impossible, proposition.
"Technology," Thomas
it also offers alums and
says, "is key to getting folks
back in the thick of things on
visitors a great sense of the
the Washington University
University itself through its
campus."
And, close at hand, he has
graphics and links."
an example of how well new
systems can revolutionize per
sonal communication.
Rapidly advancing tech
nologies have enabled Edward
Jones, which advises only
individual investors, to go
one-to-one with its clients
on their own turf via its 6,000
neighborhood offices here
and abroad (one of them
probably right around the
Thomas views the current corner from you).
he 2000-01 chair of
strength and growth of his
So as ABG chair, Thomas
the Alumni Board of
alma mater from a couple
is in a good position to build
Governors, Lawrence E.
of perspectives.
on the technology platform
Thomas, B.S.B.A. 77, wants
One is his own career in
initiated by his predecessor,
YOU- espeCially if YOU
business. While still a WV
Thomas Lowther, J.D . '62,
haven't been back to campus
undergraduate, he interned at M.L.A. '99, with the help of
lately-to participate in the
Edward Jones, the St. Louis
Laura Ponte, assistant vice
exciting world of today's
based investment brokerage, chancellor for alumni
Washington University.
was hired upon graduation,
relations Daura_ponte@
And it doesn't matter
made partner five years later, aismail.wustl.edu).
whether you live 10 blocks
and currently
or 10,000 miles from campus.
heads the firm's
"As alums, " he says,
Syndicate and
"we're all life-longers of
Unit Investment
Washington University."
ALUMNI BOARD OF
groups.
He points out: "Just as our
His career as a
GOVERNORS
productive careers reflect
WU volunteer is
positively on the University,
Executive Committee
equally impres
our Washington University
sive. It began with
degrees are enhanced by
the National Black
what's taking place there
The Alumni Board of Governors
Alumni Council
today.
and has never
chair and executive vice chair
"When I was a student
stopped . He is a
in the 70s, all of us would
also serve as alumni representa
board member
have said, without question,
tives on the University's Board of
and past president
that Washington University
Trustees.
of
the
Business
was a great school. Now
Alumni Associa
it's even better and more
tion; was a mem
diverse-both students
ber of his 10th
and faculty-thanks to the
Class Reunion
leadership of Chancellor
Committee and
Emeritus [William H.]
co-chaired his
Danforth and now
20th; serves on
Chancellor [Mark S.]
the John M. Olin
Wrighton . And the visibility
School of Business
of Washington University as
National Council;
a whole has greatly increased
and, in 1998, was
in the past few years."

ABG Chair Larry Thomas B.S.BA '77

New Alumni Board of
Governors Chair Urges
Online Alum Involvement

T
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alumni.wustl.edu
Enter the Internet.
"Like many alums," Thomas
says, "I didn't grow up using
the Internet. That translates:
If it's easy, I'll use it. If it isn't,
I won't. And these days, if you
don't own a computer, your
public library has one you can
use to access the Internet.
"The Washington University
Web site [wustl.edul not only
gives alumni a great source
of up-to-date information
about what's happening on
campus, it also offers alums
and visitors a great sense of
the University itself through
its graphiCS and links."
The alumni pages [alumni.
wustl.edu] already offer a wide
and various menu, one that,
Thomas says, the Alumni Board
of Governors hopes to help
make better and better.
Currently, it includes, among
many other offerings:
The popular online Alumni
Directory. It's free of charge,
secure, and designed solely
for the use of Washington
University undergraduate
and graduate alumni .
Reunion information. "While
technology enables us to keep
in touch with one another and
our University, no matter the
distance, there is still nothing

Your
Legacy
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Gift Annuity rates,
seepage 9
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Recognizing the Importance of Planned Gifts
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like coming 'home ' to
Washington University,"
says Thomas. For instance,
the popular Reunion staple
"Classes Without Quizzes"
offers alums the opportunity
to hear- and question-cur
rent faculty lecturing on a
wide variety of topics. And,
of course, Reunion allows
one to catch up with the
changing face of the
Washington University
campuses.

the Annllal Fund. Thomas
advises alums, "We've had
a good year [in 1999-2000).
but we have to keep our
eye on the ball and meet
the challen ges of the
Campaign . Making a gift to
your school through the
Alumni Annual Fund is a
sound investment in
Washington University's
future l "
International Relations.

On July 10, Gerald Early, the Merle Kling Professor of Modern
Keep track of University
Letters, visited alums in San Francisco and Seattle, lecturing on
WU Alumni Clubs-spon
activities on the Pacific Rim
sored events, listed by city.
"This Place Called America." Anthony Ferguson {2nd from left}, MBA '92,
through A sia Extra, the
Alums distant from St. Louis
quarterly newsletter for the
brought along some Early admirers to the San Francisco event.
often have the chance to
University's alumni,
meet University faculty
parents, and friends
and/or administrative offi
in Asia.
The next day,
cers, who bring the latest
Passport to
Seattle alums,
Knowledge travel pro
news from campus, and can
including Ralph
answer questions about the
gram . WaShington
Luce (left), MD.
Washington University of
University puts the
'45, and Ronald
today [see sidebar) .
world at your feet.
The Alumni and Parents
"We value our
Cantu, AB. '69,
Admission Program (APAP),
alums," Thomas says.
had the pleasure
which involves alurns in th e
"If you can't be on cam
of hearing Professor
future of the University, as well
pus, we'll bring the campus
Early's perceptive
as the present. Alumni inter
to you.
remarks on America.
view students from their area
"The accomplishments
who have applied to WU,
of our students and faculty,
and their interview reports
our innovative programs,
provide the undergraduate
and our important research
Admission Committee with
show up in the national
additional information
media all the time. We'll do
about the student that may
our best to have the alumni
not have been evident in his
pages and their links get
or her application.
you behind the scenes of
The Campaign for
those accomplishments."
Washington University and
Speaking of national
media: What does Thomas
think about those college
and university rating sys
Mr. Thomas E. Lowther
tems') (In U.S. News and
J.D. '62, M.L.A. '99
World Report's 2001 college
IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIR
rankings, WU moved up
E-mail: tel@stolarlaw.com
from #17 to #15 in the
Top 20, tying with Brown
Mr. Rene Morency. Jr.
and Johns Hopkins.)
A.B. '91
He is philosophical:
VICE CHAIR, YOUNG ALUMNI
"Nobody should pay seri
E-mail: plansucc@bigfoot.com
ous attention to those
rankings. Of course," he
Dr. Gordon W. Philpott
laughs, " if you happen to
M.D. '61
be right up there and appli
VICE CHAIR,
cations are booming, as
ANNUAL FUND
they are, you might be
E-mail: philpott@msnotes.
forgiven for fee li ng good
wustl.edu
about it."
And the Presidential
Mrs. Sally Kopolow Silvers
Debate?
A.B. '69
He laughs again and
Last May, San Franciso Bay Area alums took an architectural
VICE CHAIR, ALUMNI AND PARENTS
says, "That kind of visibil
walking tour of Pacific Bell Park, new home of the San Francisco
ADMISS ION PROGRAM (APAP)
ity helps. After the 1992
Giants, led by Michael Willis, FAIA, AB. 73, MArch. 76,
E-mail: bugsenior@hotmail.com
presidential debate, people
M5. W 76 (see page 25 for a feature story on Willis).
stopped asking me if I had
gone to school in Seattle."

A

Glimpse at
Recent West
Coast Alumni
Events
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ASsociati o n Awa rd fo r Distin
guished Contributions to Public
Service.
George M. Bohigian, LA 61,
recent promotions,
HS 69, was awarded the Golden
honors, appointments,
Meda Uion by the Missouri Soci ety
of Eye Ph ysicians and Surgeons, for
travels, marriages (please report
contin uing se rvice on behalf o f the
ophthalmOlOgy professio n in
marriages after the fact), and
Missouri. He is in private practice
births so we can keep your class
and is also a professor of clinical
ophthalmo logy in the Depa rtment
mates informed about important
Entries will appear, as space permits,
of Ophthalm o logy a nd Visual
Sciences at W U School o f Medi
in the earliest possible issue, based
changes in your lives.
cine/ Ba rn es-j ewis h HospitaL
on the order received.
David Whitcomb, BU 62,
ALUMNI CODES
retired fro m h is positio n as se n ior
vice president for fina n ce and
AR Architecture
GL Grad. Law
MT Manual Training
accounting at Buckeye Tcclmolo 
BU Business
GM Grad . Medicine
NU Nursing
gies, In c., located in Memphi s,
DE Dentistry
GN Grad . Nursing
OT Occupa. Therapy
Tenn. He and hi s wife, Betly
GR Grad . Arts & Sciences PT Physical Therapy
EN Engineering
Burch Whitcomb, LA 62, G R 63,
FA Fine Arts
HA Health Care Admin. SI Sever Institute
relocated to C harlottesvi lle, Va.
SU Sever Inlt. Undergrad.
GA Grad . Architecture
HS House Staff
Olga Bornstein Wise, LA 62,
GB Grad . Business
LA Arts & Sci ences
SW Socia l Work
GR 64, was on th e july 1, 2000,
GO Grad . Dentistry
LW Law
TI Tech. & Info. Mgmt.
cover of Library Juurnal and the
UC University College
GF Grad . Fine Arts
MD Medicine
subject of the issue's feature article.
She is the tec hnical libraria n for
Compaq Computers' Telecommu
ni ca tio ns Line of Business in
Austin, Texas. She and her hu s
band, David, have been living in
George B. Ross, LA 35 , was
Willianl n. Toulouse, LA 50, a
Austin since 1987. David is a staff
e lected to the Athletic Hall o f
lawyer for Texas' State Co mmi ssion
retired publish er of 50 PillS maga
on jud icia l Co nduct. Th eir son
Fam e of th e Missouri Athletic
zine, is compili ng lette rs fro m
peop le over 50 in to a book to be
jacob, an h o n ors grad ua te from the
Clu b for distinguished service.
Univers ity of Texas, is a struggling
ca lled Amazingly Simple Lessom We
Learned After 50: A Co llection ofSo It! jazz guitarist in the Austin music
scene. E-mail : olga. wise@
Warming Letters. The idea beh ind
the book is to pass on simple life
co mpaq .com .
Gilb ert W. Schedler, GR 63,
lesso ns that have improved the
Judith Rupp Hodges, LA 44,
wonders wha t happened to her
wri ter's quali ty of life.
received the 2000 United
two fri e nds: Edna Mae Curry
Arthur Andrews, LA 52,
Metho dist Sch o larrreacher
and Evert Sloo p. She would love
GR 53, has 11 grandchildren and
Award o n May 19, 2000. He is
to get in to uch with them.
nve great-grandchildren! "Life is a
professo r of re ligious studies and
E-mai l: judhod@Webpc.dellnet.
wonderful adventure, every day
English, as wel l as chair of the
com.
a joy at 77 plus l "
Departmen t of Re ligious Studies
Ralph Fournier, AR 52, was a
at th e University of the Pac inc in
AJlenJ. Portnoy, EN 46, has
featured artist of th e nrst ann ual
se mi retired to the Great Smoky
Stockton, Ca lif.
Mo untains. He sends his best
Lucy Schmitz Morros, LA 64,
Artists on the Terrace Series, hosted
by Norton's Fine Art Stud ios, loca ted GR 67, GR 75, received the hon 
rega rd s to a ll. E-mail: Lajolla
wes@aoLco m .
in St. Loui s' Centra l West End.
o rary d egree of Docto r of Humane
Wallace G. Klein, LA 47,
Edgar Krentz, GR 53, GR 60,
Lette rs fro m Loyola University of
GR 48, was prese nted with a
C hi cago for her work as president
retired injune 1998 afte r teaching
PA C Esetter award (People Posi
New Testament in Lutheran sem i
of !:larat Co llege, Lake Forest, lll. ,
naries for 48 years. Since then, he
tively Affecti ng Community
1988- 2000, and her career in
Education) by the school distri ct
has guest-taught in Lu th e ran semi
highe r edu ca tion.
of Un ivers ity City, Mo., for th e
L. Eliz.abeth (Betsy) Little
naries in Chica go and Berkeley,
schoo l year 1999-2000. He has
Calif. He will teac h in th e academic (now Rasmussen), G R 64, has
a lso rece ntly comp leted his te rm
year 2000-01 at the Paci nc Lu theran contributed resea rch on chemica l
as chairman of the Washingto n
Theological Sem in ary in Be rkeley,
commu ni cat io n and pheromones
and at the Divinity Schoo l of the
Unive rsity Ar ts & Sciences
in Asian elepha nts for a chapter in
Uni versity o f Ch icago.
a new boo k ca lled The Astonishing
Ce ntury C lu b.
W.L. Kincheloe, EN 49,
Elephant (Random Ho use), written
John L. Busekrus, EN 56,
by Shana Alexa n der.
was inducted into the Natio na l
ce lebrates the gradua tion of the
Defense Indu strial Associa ti o n
o ldest o f hi s 33 gra nd children from
Conrado B. Santiago, GB 64,
the University of Texas as a civil
Hall of Fame. The award was in
was elected pres ident of the newly
recognition of his designs to
e ngineer, and the la st of his 13
o rganized W U Alumni and Pare nts
enh a nce variO US mines, bombs,
ch ildren, who will pursue a degree
Admission Program, Phil ippine
and fu ses used by the military.
in computer enginee ri ng, from
chapter. He is also a m ember of
He credi ts the late Archibald
high school.
th e WU International Ad visory
Coun ci l fo r Asia. He and h is
Burgess, WU professor, amo ng
othe rs. for his men tOlin g.
youngest daughter, Gilda Regina
Gene Portman, LA 49 , LW
Santiago, GB 00, are the fi rst and
50, is be ing ho nored for 50 years
o nly Fi lip ino father-daughter
of practicing law- "still iearning
Allan G. Barclay, GR 60, recei ved alumni of the j o hn M. Olin Schoo l
and stil l going strong l "
the 2000 Am erica n Psych ologica l
o f Business.

e want to hear about

W
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Martin A. Frey, LW 65, p rofes
sor of law at the Un ive rsity of Tulsa,
received t he Outsta nd ing Professor
Awa rd from the Stude n t Bar Assoc ia
tion fo r the sixth ti m e a nd the
Li fetime Service Award from the TU
Law Alumn i Associat io n. The board
of ad voca tes named its lL Negotia
tion Com petitio n for him, and the
facu lty and administration named
the cou rtyard at the new Lega l
Info rm ation Cen ter fo r h im. He and
h is wife, Phyllis, recently published
the third edition of Introduction to the
Law of COl/tracts. Following a year
long sabbatical, he will become
professor em e ri tus.
Carl Moman, G R 66, G R 80,
p rofessor o f m usic and music divi
sion cha ir a t Wayl an d Ba ptist
University, Plainview, Texas, sin ce
1987, has recently bee n appointed
division ch a ir for th e newly formed
Division of Fin e Arts with depart
ments o f m usic, tilea te r, a rt, speech,
and commu nication (rad io, televi
sio n, journa lism) at Wayla nd . In
sp ring 2000, h e presented a Sc hu ber t
so ng cycle for his 25th facu lty recital
at Wayland and was a guest a lumni
a rtist in a performa n ce of Moza rt's
Great C Min o r Mass on a 150th
anniversa ry concert in h onor of th e
fo unding o f Willia m j ewell Co llege
in Libe rty, Mo., April 14, 2000.
Charles C. Richmond, UC 66,
was awarded the Docto r of Educa
tion d egree by the University o f
Massachusetts-Am he rst on May 20,
2000. He is the executive director
of t he Institute on Gerotechno logy
in Pe te rborough, .H ., wh ich pro
vid es computer literacy cou rses,
and com puters for senior cen ters
and boys a nd gi rls cl u bs.
Edward Schor, LA 66, is the
ed itor of Caring for YOllr School-Ase
Child (Bantam Publishers).
George L. Fitzsimmons, LW
67, of G ray, Ritter & Gra ham, PC,
in St. Lo uis, was recently appointed
state ch a irma n of the Inte rna ti ona l
Academy of Tria l Lawye rs a nd to the
Sta te Com m ittee of the Ame rica n
College o f Trial Lawyers.
RalphJ. Nagel, AI< 67, GA 69,
ha s been elected chairman of th e
Co lo rado Commissio n o n Higher
Ed uca tion, which is responsible for
26 pu bliC camp uses and 150,000
students. He is also fo u nder a nd
p resident o f Meridian Re tirement
Co m m uni ties, headquarte red in
Denver.
RichardJ. GiJDpelson, E. 68,
serves o n the board of trustees fo r
t he American Associa tion of Gyne
cologic Lapa roscopi sts. He recen tl y
p ubli shed a chapter in Obs tetrics and

Gynecology Clinics of North America
and is do ing research o n two types
of contraceptive m e thods and a
new me thod of endometri al abla
tion for treatme n t of abnormal
bleed ing. He is a m em ber of t he
Reform Party and was a candidate
for U.S. Congress-2nd District, State

of Misso uri , genera l election
Novembe r 7, 2000.
Jin Nyum, GR 68, was
appointed mini ster of finance and
eco nomy, th e top echelon of gov
ernm ent in Ko rea, whi ch is an
offi Cial stallJ S ju st below deputy
prime mini ster.
Lee Petcu, EN 68, was
promo ted to constru ction
manager for Graycor, a major
construction compa ny loca ted
in Homewood, Ill.
Jane L. Rosser, FA 68, and her
famil y have return ed to their home
in Vermont afte r li vi ng and work 
ing in India fo r the las t seven years.
She continues to wor k in interna
tional developm ent prog ram s.
William Siedhoff, UC 68, SW
73, moved to California, Mo., with
his wife and three sons. He is
sem iretired and enjoying life in
th e middle of Missouri.

Binda Fishman Kiss, LA 69, is
the rec ipient of the Thomas H.
Mott, Jr. Award for Excellence in
Teac hin g in th e Rutgers Uni versity
Sc hool of Busin ess for th e year
2000. The awa rd is give n to th e
most outstanding professor at
Rutgers University.

Max Reichard, GR 70, GR 75,
professor of history and humanities
and interim vice chancellor for
academic affairs at Delgado Com
munity College in New Orleans,
has been awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship to Croatia. He is
teaching in the American Studies
Program at the Uni versity of Zagreb
in Croa tia during the 2000-01
academic year.
Nathan O. Hatch , GR 72,
Bonnie M. Orkow, SW 70,
GR 74, provost and history profes
repo rts from Colorado that she was sor at the University of No tre
elec ted presid ent of the board of
Dame, was appointed by the U.S.
directo rs for the Na ti onal Repertory Senate to serve on the Na tional
Orchestra. The orchestra performs
Council on the Humanities, the
d uring the summer in Breckenridge, advisory boa rd of the National
Colo. Bonnie sa ys she is excited
Endowment for the Humanities.
Joan Kelly, LA 72, was named
about th e cha nce to help the young
musicians, ages 18-28, expand th ei r senior vice president of systems
repe rt Oire. She is currently expa nd strategy and non-core development
ing her own by pursuing a Ph.D. at for MasterCard's Global Technol
the University of Denver.
ogy and Operations division.

Ben A. Rich, LW 73, joined
th e faculty of the Uni versity of
Califo rnia-Davis in February
2000, where he is associate
professor in th e bioethics
program at the Unive rsity of
California-Davis Medica l Center
in Sacramento. He al so teaches
courses in hea lth law at the
Uni versity of Californi a-Dav is
School of Law.
Judith D.Jackson, SW 74,
has changed jobs. Formerly
execu tive director of Michigan'S
oldest se ttl emen t, Fra nklin
Wright Settlements, she is now
vice presiden t of the Dctroit
Youth Foundation.
Branch Morgan III, LA 74,
says that 25 years later, at age 48,
his dance career is still great l He
has successfully completed th e
26th season of th e Eva Anderson
Dancers, of which he is an origi-

Oui ... APerfect Day in Paris!

L

ife for Anne Craver was
far from the comings
and-goings at the Elysee
Palace in Paris while she was
an "au-pair" student at age 19.
Surviving on bread and cheese
while studying French and
Chin ese at the Universite de
Paris III in 19 75-76, she had
no idea that she would be
invited to attend the official
reception at Bastille Day in
the year 2000. But the day
President and Madame Jacques
Chirac of France invited her to
attend "la garden party" at th e
Elysee Palace was, according to

Craver, Ph.D. '00 (compara
tive literature), a "journee
de reve" [a perfect day].
What made the invita
tion ex tra-special is that the
Elysee Palace, the French
equivalent to the U.S.
White House, is normally
not open to the public.
Only o nce a year-after the
"defile," the military parade
on the Champs-Elysees
does the Elysee Palace open
its gardens to dignitaries
and special guests. And this
year guests were invited for
the first time to visit the magnif
icent first-floor "salons." Craver's
special invitation was only a
prelude to a very special day.
Upon entering the courtyard
of the Elysee Palace on July 14,
sh e immediately crossed paths
with Monsi e ur Jea n Tiberi, the
mayor of Paris . After speaking
with him for a few moments,
she encountered his political
rival for mayor, Monsieur
Philippe Seguin, a "d e pute"
[the equivalent of a
U.S. congressman]
and former head of
th e RPR, a maj or

Above: One highlight of Anne Craver's invitation to the Elysee
Palace was meeting Monsieur Ie Depute Philippe Seguin.
Right: The Elysee Palace is on the Rue du Faubourg
Honore in Paris, pictured is the main entrance.

st.

political party. After passing a
large wide-screen TV, which was
beautiful 60-ton white-marble
set up for viewing President
sculpture of 200 flags honoring Chirac's upcoming speech.
Napoleon's conquests, Craver
After the tour of the salons,
met Madame Bernadette Chirac. Craver went into the gardens,
She had just enough time to tell where white tents guarded
Madame Chirac about her stud delicacies and a band played
ies at vVashington University,
Glenn Miller and Frank Sinatra
pointing out that the University tunes. She met Prim e Minister
is located in "St. Louis," not in
Lionel jospin and Madame
Washington, D.C., or the state
"Ie" Secretaire Helen e Ca rrere
of Washington.
d'Encausse, head of L'Academi e
Craver then entered the
Fran~aise, with whom she
first of three "salons," finding
discussed the subject of her
displays of some of the finest
dissertation-th e poetry of
cuisine from every nation of
Andree C hedid, a celebrated
the newly founded European
French author of Egypto
community. She also found
Lebanese roots.
free-flowing champagne, which
Finally, President Chirac
the crowd of 1,000 truly
arrived at the Elysee Palace.
enjoyed. In the second salon,
After speaking for fi ve minutes,
a row of majestic crystal and
then shaking a few hands,
bronze chandeliers
the president was whisked
adorned the glass roof,
away to meet with more than
1,000 mayors.
allowing for natural
,
sunlight to illuminate the
Bastille Day was definitely
room during the day.
,
...... an unforgettable and perfect
The third room held a
'
day for Anne C raver.
•
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nal member. He performed at the
Columbia Festival of the Arts in
Columbia, Md. , June 20 and 21,
2000, and at the Baltimore Museum
of Art in Baltimore, Md ., October
13-15,2000. Teaching modern,
African , ballroom, line dancing,
and body conditioning in
Maryland, he is available for artist
in-residences, workshops, master
classes, lecture-demos, and solo
dance performances!
Jay Morthland, FA 74, received
the Pillar of Parkway Award, which
recognizes excellence of character,
performance, leadership, and
extraordinary service, from the
Parkway School District, in Chester
field, Mo. He is an art teacher in
Bellerive Elementary.
Curtis A. Beck, EN 75, was
promoted May 29,2000, to man
ager, Customer Services Depart
ment , of the Hawaii Electric Light
Company (HELCO). As manager,
Curtis oversees commercial services,
educational services, sales forecast
ing, and integrated resources plan
ning activities for the company. He
has been with HELCO since 1993.
Also, on July 1, he was installed as
president of the Hawaii Society of
Professional Engineers for the
2000-01 fiscal year. He has been a
licensed mechanical engineer in the
state of Hawaii since 1983.
William S. Daniel, LW 75,
served as national co-chair for the
American Bar Association 's Property
Insurance Law Committee's CLE
Program at the ABA Annual Meet
ing in New York on July 8, 2000,
and was reappointed as vice chair
for 2000-01.
Vincent Pereda, SW 75, is
employed by the U.S. Navy at the
Navy Family Service Center in
Guam. He has been employed in
his job Since 1989. As the Navy's
family advocacy representative, he
has program and management
oversight of the Family Advocacy
Program, which serves families that
encounter problems in the area of
domestic and family violence.
Vic Venezia, BU 75, says the
25-year Reunion was fun! He still
lives in SI. Louis, owns his own
practice as a CPA and business
adviser, and enjoys preaching the
gospel of Jesus Christ as a volunteer
with the Mission Gate Prison
Ministry. His oldest son is happily
married. Vic and his wife, Sherrie,
also have twins, who both want to
start driving next year.
Terry Gross, LA 76, has "four
children, one wife, and one faithful
dog." He is a part-time lawyer and
full-time baseball coach, and fishes
when he can. If you are in the
Panhandle, he invites you to look
him up.
Allan Trautman, LA 76,
performed puppet characters in
several films: The Flintstones in Viva
Rock Vegas, Brendan Fraser's Mon
40

keybone, and Warner Bros.' upcom
ing Fighting Like Cats and Dogs. He
was also one of four puppeteers on
the "Bad Andy" 1V commercials for
Domino's. He is currently helping
to develop the Henson Digital
Performance Studio at Tim Henson's
Creature Shop in Burbank, Calif.
(finally-the double majors in
physics and drama come together!)
Web site: www.allantrautman.com.
MarkJ. Bacharach, LA 77,
has moved the family jewelry
business to a new home after 56
years in its former building. Mark
is a gold and platinum smith in
Chicago, and specializes in hand
made custom designs. E-mail:
mark@leobachrachjewelers.com.
Anthony Cipiti, Jr., LA 77,
moved back to his hometown of
Cleveland, Ohio, after many years
of living and working on the
East Coast. He has joined the law
firm of Ulmer & Berne, LLP, where
he practices in the areas of corpo
rate finance and securities law
compliance.
Bruce E. Friedman, LA 78, a
principal in the Clayton, Mo. , law
firm of Paule, Camazine & Blumen
thal, PC, has been granted fellow
ship in the American Academy of
Matrimonial Lawyers.
MicheUe Kayhoe-Hauspurg,
1'1' 78, continues to be active in the
physical therapy profession
enjoying geriatric physical therapy.
She encourages classmates to call if
they are ever in Washington, D.C.
Kerry Leonard, LA 78, a senior
educational planner and associate
principal of Chicago's OWP&P
Architects, presented the firm's
award-winning Grainger Center of
Imagination and Inquiry at Illinois
Mathematics and Science Academy
to the Texas Association of School
Administrators' National School
Facilities Workshop in San Antonio
on july 20.
Kenneth W. Meyer, GR 79, is
a foreign service specialist assigned
to the U.S. Consulate in Peshawar,
Pakistan. He should arrive at his
next posting in Hong Kong in july
2001. His most recent book was
Borderlands, a collection of short
stories, and he expects to complete
a volume of stories on Pakistan by
the end of this year.

~s
S.J. (Skip) Heyman, SI 80, has
celebrated his 22nd anniversary
with Ford Motor Co. as the Truck
Vehicle Center resident engineer
"fancy title!" Stationed at the
F-Series plant in Norfolk, Va., he
supervises a group of engineers
whose job it is to resolve high
frequency customer concerns with
their trucks, along with assembly
and quality issues. He has three
kids, jill, 19, a sophomore at
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Virginia Tech., Steve, 17, and Kerry,
13. They're still big Cardinal and
Blues fans, having been back to
St. Louis with ford from 1988 to
1993, and miss all the wonderful
things about St. Louis, although
the beach in Norfolk is wonderful!
He is trying to look up classmates
Lou Hampel, Sl 78, Tom Han
son, SI 75, SI 78, Daryl Tryson,
SI 76, and Pat Maher, SI 75, SI 79.
Patricia Berendzen Siegel,
LA 80, received a Master of Fine
Arts degree in painting from Font
bonne College in SI. Louis, in May
2000. She is now trying to eke out
a studio space in the west St. Louis
County home she shares with her
husband, Ted, sons Matt, 16, and
joe, 5, and daughter, RaChel, 11.
Melissa Wood, FA 80, was
awarded the 2000 University of
California-Davis Nelson ArtFriends
ARTREACH grant, enabling her to
teach art to women and children at
the Yolo County Domestic Vio
lence Shelter.
WesteUe florez, GB 81, has
returned to St. Louis to join the
adjunct faculty of Harris-Stowe
State College in the business
administration department, after
11 years with Cummins Engine Co.
and eight years as director of
human resources for the city of
Memphis government.
John A. Goldstein, LA 81, a
partner with the Chicago-based law
firm Harris, Kessler & Goldstein,
LLC, was elected president of the
Chicago Mortgage Attorneys
Association.
Olga Lorenzo, LA 81, is a
writer and teacher of novel writing.
Her novel , The Rooms in My
Mother's House (Penguin), was
short-listed for several major
Australian awards as well as being
long-listed for the International
IMPAC Dublin Literary Prize. She
is currently looking for a U.S.
publisher. E-mail: olorenzo@
ozemail.com .a u.
Scott Markman, FA 81, lives
in Chicago with his Wife, Sharon,
and Children, Leland, 5, and Alexa,
3. He owns a marketing communi
cations firm, the Monogram
Group, now in its 11 th year and
is also starting another, vBrand
Partners, this year, with classmate
Harold Woodridge, rA 81.
Alberta P. Napper, GR 81, a
math teacher at Community Access
and job Training at Southwest,
teaches math to developmentally
challenged youth. She was named
the second-place winner of the
2000 St. Louis Science Center/
Carol B. and jerome T. Loeb Prize
for Excellence in 'reaching Science
and Mathematics.
Samuel Parab, GB 81, was
appOinted director of CDC North
America, the New York derivatives
trading unit of Groupe Caisse des
Depots, Paris. He hopes to run into

WU sailors on northern Chesa
peake Bay. E-mail: sam@parab.net.
Thomas R. Hoerr, GR 83,
has published a book, Becoming a
Multiple Intelligences School (ASCD
Press, Virginia). He is beginning
his 20th year as the director of the
New City School in St. Louis.
E-mail: TRHoerr@aol.com.
David D. Levine, LA 83, just
graduated from Clarion West, the
intensive six-week science fiction
and fantasy writing workshop,
which he attended during his
second sabbatical from Intel Corpo
ration. He is starting a new job as
a software engineer, working with
Linux and Java. He is returning to
engineering after a year and a half
as a manager. While he was at
Clarion, his wife, Kate, took a road
trip from florida to New York.
Brian W. Shaffer, LA 83, an
associate professor of English at
Rhodes College in Memphis, Tenn.,
received the college's Clarence Day
Award for Outstanding Teaching.
Arthur L. Visor, TI 83,
received a sixth-place ribbon in
the 200-meter dash in the St. Louis
Senior Olympics. He also received a
bronze medal for finishing third in
the 400-meter run in the Year 2000
U.S. Transplant Garnes in Orlando,
Fla. In june, he attended the fifth
reunion of the Berlin U.S. Military
Veterans Association (BUSMYA) ,
which was held in Reno, Nev. On
July 1, 2000, he was appOinted to
the position of associate state
coordinator for zone B of the
Missouri AARP 5S Alive program.
He was also elected to the position
of 2nd vice president of the lind
bergh Life Members Club of the
Southwestern Bell Pioneers.
Florida Cowley, GR 84, a math
teacher at Williams Middle School
in St. Louis, is one of five teachers
to receive the 2000 SI. Louis
Science Center/Carol B. and
jerome 1'. Loeb Prize for Excellence
in Teaching SCience and Mathemat
ics. She has taught for 28 years in
the SI. Louis School District, where
she currently teaches seventh- and
eighth-grade chemistry.
Conrad S. Kee, LA 84, LW 87,
became a partner of Jackson Lewis,
one of the largest law firm s in the
country representing management
in employment, labor, and benefits
and immigration law, in Stamford,
Conn.
Scot McCullough, EN 84, and
his wife, Becca, relocated to the
Kansas City area in june. Their
three boys, Zackary, 6, Gabriel, 5,
and Jadon, 3, keep mom very busy
at home while dad works as a
project manager for Inteliant, an IT
consulting firm. In Becca's spare
time, she is a Creative Memories
consultant, photojournaling their
family's life so they can remember
how precious it is. E-mail: Scotm@
kc.rr.com and RLM@kc.rr.com.

Charles D. Hawker, GB 85,
received the Becton Dickin son
Award of the Association fo r Labo
ratory Automation at its annual
m eeting. The award was presented
"in recognition of significa nt
co ntributions to medi cal sys tems
engineering." Bes id es bein g the
director of special pro jects at AR ur
La boratories, In c., in Salt La ke City,
he was the project manager for th e
installation of a maj or automation
system that transports and so rts for
testing up to 20,000 pa ti ent blood
specimens per day. He is also presi
dent-elect of th e Na tional Academy
of Clinical Bioc hemi stry.
Laurie A. Roemmele
Roberts, LA 85, is in the 10th yea r
of her business, PEQ Inc. (educa
tion consultants). She received her
Ph .D. in organizational develop
ment in 1998 from th e Fielding
Institute. She is marri ed to her

Wendy Christine (Osbourn)
Stover, BU 84, and Mark
Edward Stover, GR 84, have
moved to Chevy Chase, Md.
We ndy works for th e Departm ent
of Housing and Urban Develop
ment and Mark for the General
Acco unting Office, both in
Washington, D.C.
Carol Boram-Hays, LA 85,
received a Ph.D. in History of Art
fr om Ohio State University, with
a specialty in Nrican art and
archae ology, in june 2000. Her
di sse rtation is titled" A History of
Zulu Beadwork 1890-199 7: Its
Types, Fo rms, and Fun ctions."
Major George Cone, LA 85,
gave up command of th e 1st
Bat tali on, 393rd Regiment at
Fo rt Chaffee, Ark . He is now
attending the Command and
Ge neral Staff College at Fo rt
Leave nworth, Kan.
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business partner, Monte D. Roberts,
and th ey ha ve a son, Mychael
David, bo rn April 7, 1999.
Paul Shaughnessy, GB 85,
was appointed president and chi ef
operating offi ce r of BSI Constructors
in St. Louis.
Daryl K. Daniels, LA 86, met
his wife, a Navy nurse, whil e serv
ing overseas. They were marri ed
january 1, 2000, in Sydney, Aus
tralia-probabl y makin g him "the
first WU alumnu s to ge t married
this millennium. "
Annarose C. (Leonard) Haws,
LA 86, marri ed Ric hard Haws on
September 26, 1998. They live in
Riverton, N.j . She is head of the
history department at Ca md en
County Technical School, and he is
with Pagli one & Massi in Trenton.
E-mail: haws@h ome.colTI.
Tom Hesse, LA 86, and wife
Lisa RupeU Hesse, LA 86, GR 86,

Homer Drew,

welco med th eir third child, Alyssa
Ann, on j une 27, 2000. Brothers
jacob, 6, and Isaac, 3, are thrilled
to have a baby sister.
Steve Lit7inger, EN 86, and
his wife, Charlo tte, celebrated
their lIth anniversa ry this past
jul y. They have two children:
Michael, 9, and Sea n, 6. Steve and
his family moved to Houston last
year after he acce pted a promo
tion as a produ ct manager for
Lyondell Chemi cal Company.
He also rece ntly co mpleted his
M.B .A. at Lou isiana State Univer
Sity. E-mail : SPLitzin@a ol.com .
Timothy P. Riordan, LA 86,
marri ed Jodi Schilling October 1,
1999, in Chi cago. They li ve in
Louisville, Ky., where Tim is vice
pres id ent and cash manage r of
Hilliard Lyons, a brokerage firm.
Prior to moving to Louisville in
1997, Tim wo rked in New York
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Building a Winning Tradition in Sport and Life

F

or Homer Drew, head
coach of the men's basket
ball team at Valparaiso
University since 1988, the
challenge to build a winning
program "at a school that had
not had a winning program in
Division I athletics in 16 years"
was a great opportunity. Drew
came to Valparaiso from
Indiana University at South
Bend, and he has made good
his promise. Amassing six
consecutive Mid-Continent
Conference championships
as well as advancing to the
"Sweet 16" of the NCAA
tournament in 1998, Drew
has instilled a tradition of
winning. His Valparaiso team
is among college basketball's
elite as one of only seven
teams in the NCAA to boast
six consecutive seasons with
20 or more victories.
Drew is reluctant to take all
the credit for such an impres
sive turnaround. "First of all,
success breeds success," says
Drew of his team's ability to
continue to win . "As we have
had success, we are able to
attract talented, young student
athletes to come to the univer
Sity and be a part of a winning
program." Drew credits his

coaching staff and the adminis
tration of Valparaiso with pro
viding "tremendous support
and invaluable feedback ." The
Mid-Continent Conference,
however, continually recog
nizes Drew's talents and has
honored him with the Coach
of the Year award three times.
The philosophy of "building
a tradition" has always been
important to Drew. "In the last
eight years, 14 of our player~
[including son, Bryce Drew,
who was drafted in 1998 in
the first round by the Houston
Rockets] have gone on to play
professionally around the
world," says Drew. His greatest
achievement, he says, is "see
ing our young players graduate

and go on into their chosen
professions. Forty-seven of my
former players are currently
coaching or teaching." He also
plans on "traveling around the
world and visiting all of my
former players," he adds with
a laugh .
One of the most memorable
seasons in Drew's tenure at
Valparaiso was his team's trip
to the "Sweet 16." It was also
a very memorable time for the
Drew family: "My oldest son,
Scott, is an assistant coach for
the program, and it was Bryce's
senior year," he says. Bryce also
scored a buzzer-beater over
Ole Miss that advanced the
team to the final round of 16.
The shot, now a favorite in
every college basketball
highlight reel, earned
Bryce the Play of
the Year Award
from ESPN. "To
be able to be
with my two
children as
they went
through col
lege like that
I believe was
really a bless
ing from
God," says

Drew. "Also, to be able to share
an experience like that with
my family is truly a highlight."
Drew, who earned his
master's degree in education
at Washington University in
1968, credits the University
with helping him develop as a
person. "Being at WaShington
University was a time of
growing and learning. I really
learned how to deal and
communicate with people.
Washington University is also
where I was able to set a foun
dation for basketball through
my work in the athletic depart
ment," says Drew. "The people
there were always very help
ful." -Justin Ragner, Class of '02
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for a successor to UBS Warburg.
He received his master's degree
in economics from New York
University in 1996. E-mail:
TRiordan@hilliard.com .
Lori Brunsman, LA 87, and
David Brunsman, EN 87, are
proud to announce the arrival of a
son, Zane Patrick, born March 24,
2000. Zane joins sisters Karen, 14,
Kristine, 10, and Kelly, 4, and
brother Luke, 3. Lori has been
with the EPA for nine years now.
Dave is a primary patent exam
iner and has worked for the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office for
13 years. E-mail: brunsman@
erols.com.
Shelley (Darrell) Chatfield,
LA 87, and husband Lloyd had
a baby girl, Lauren Elizabeth
Chatfield, on October 11 ,2000.
Lauren joins brothers Jake, 3, and
Lloyd, 4. The Chatfield family
lives in the Seattle area.
Nancy Droesch, GB 87, was
named Assurance and AdVisory
Partner-in-Charge of the St. Louis
office of Deloitte & Touche.
Howard Kader, LA 87, wife
Lori, son Joey, and daughter Emily
live in Durham, N.C. Howard has
been an assistant professor of
pediatrics in the Division of
Pediatric Gastroenterology at
Duke University Medical Center
since 1999. He completed his
fellowship training in 1999 at the
Children's Hospital of Philadel
phia, University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine.
john P_ Miller, EN 87, SI 91,
wa s promoted to vice president
ofEQE International in St. Louis.
Gina G_ Spagnoli, GR 87,
wa s appointed vice president for
development and university
relations at Rider University in
Lawrenceville, N.].
Anoushka (Sharifi) Bayley,
LA 88, married James Bayley on
October 12,1997. They have a
daughter, Yasamin Sophia, born
June 22, 1999. Anoushka is work
ing at the law firm of Quirk &
Bakalor in New York City, where
she specializes in aviation
litigation.
Tom Huegel, BU 88, relocated
to the Washington, D.C., area to
accept the position of vice presi
dent, client admini stration,
with Dental Benefit Providers, a
United Health Group Company.
Tom and wife Lucia were married
on April 8, 2000. E-mail: tfluegs@
hotmail.com.
Stephen C Friet, LA 88,
and his wife, Elizabeth, LA 86,
have one son, Gabriel Joseph.
Stephen holds an M.Sc. degree in
biology and is a regi stered lab
animal technician (RLAT) with
the American Associa ti on for
Laboratory Animal Science. In
his off-time, he enjoys the out
doors and gardening.
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Kara Greer, EN 88, and
Alan Greer, EN 88, welcom e
th ei r new daughter Lindsay Mae
Greer, born February 15, 2000. She
joins Ga rrett, 1, Parker, 2, Sava n
nah, 3, and Joshua, S. " Life is
fabulous l " And they would love to
h ea r from friends. E-mail: kar
alanCiilj uno.com.
Cori (Coradella) Holsinger
Hartje, GR 88, joined th e
Education Solutions Group, part
of Microsoft, as central region
directo r. She has been with the
company more than 10 yea rs.
Prior to joining Microso ft, she
developed and managed th e
WU campus computer store.
Brian D_ leVay, LW 88, has
a new daughter, Jordyn Alana
LeVay, born May 12, 2000. She
joins her older broth ers Joshua
Daniel LeVay,S, and Zachary
Andrew LeVay, 3, in what is
becoming a very small house.
Marla (Wallerstein)
Patinkin, FA 88, has two sons,
Jonah, who was born October 21,
1997, and Gabriel, who was born
on September 27,1999. She
taught art in public high school
(after grad. school at RJSD). She
and husband Nick got married in
1994. She says she'll get back to
her srudio, but right now she is
doing the kid thing. "Wow, never
thought I'd say that, but it's truly
a wonderful trip to be o n. Kee p in
touch! Happy trails l "
Ancella (Hermawan)
Iskandar, GB 89, became a
mother to a wonderful baby girl in
September 1998 and had a baby
boy in June 2000. She is a faculty
member at the business sc hool of
th e University of Indones ia.
H . Ivan Orup,jr., LA 89,
and Beth (Cassani) Orup,
LA 91, welcomed twins to their
family on April 8, 2000: H. Ivan
Orup III and Isabella Marie Orup.
Ivan is practicing orthodontics
in hi s private practi ce located in
Concord, Mass. In addition,
he is a clinical instructor at the
Harva rd School of Dental
Medicine in the Department of
Orthodontlcs. For the last nine
years, Beth has held various
m anagement positions within
the retirement industry, the last
seven of which were spent at
John Hancock Mutual funds .
She completed her M.B.A. at
Boston College in 1997. She will
now be a full-time mom .
David Shogren, GB 89,
rece ntly started his own company
ca lled "The Davis Group," proVid
in g a wide range of consulting
services to small businesses and
busi ness owners.
Michael D. Swendsen,
GB 89, was promoted to assistant
vi ce president in the investments
division of Lutheran Brotherhood,
located in Minneapolis.
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Andrew Campbell, GR 90,
GR 93, has just had his sixth boo k
published, an etiquette guide for
sexual and gender minorities,
their friends, and famili es, ca lled

Th e Bride Wore Black Leather ...
and He Looked Fabulous ': An
Etiquette Guide tor the Rest at" Us
(G reenery Press).
Kevin Williamjaner, GR
90, GR 94, was appointed director
of neuropsychology for the
St. Jo hnland Rehabilitatio n
Center, following completion
of a Nati onal Institutes of Health
fellowship in neurology and
psychiatry at the New York Hospi
tal Cornell Medical Center. He is
now the founder and clinical
director of NeurollehaVioral
Hea lth Associates, a private
mental health-care agency. In
his "spare time," he serves as the
vice president of Education and
Behavioral Sciences Affairs for
Rx Iv[ax Well , Incorporated, a for
profit hea lth and patient well ness
education technology company.
He resides on the eastern north
shore of Long Island, but spends
much of his non-working time
attendin g art, music, and th eater
events in New York City with his
partner, Michael.
Stephanie L. (Sindler)
jensen, LA 90, is a full-tim e
mom liVing in Houston .
Richard laugesen, GR 90,
GR 93, and his wife, Emily, LA
89, GR 92, have a new daughter,
Mariah Corinne Laugesen, born
January 8, 2000. Rick is a visiting
resea rche r in WU's Department of
Mathematics, and Emily teaches
in the mu sic department.
jennifer L. MiUer-Tichota,
FA 90, and husband jon, LA 86,
had a baby girl, juliana, born
january 1, 1999.
Tracy Carol Rittenbaum,
LA 90, married Chuck, the
bro ther of her best friend and
wtJ classmate, Elizabeth Gilles
pie Slater, LA 89, on June 24,
2000. Tracy still works for Maritz
Travel Company in St. Louis.
Suzanne Boyko
Strothkamp, HA 90, and hus
band Robert announce the birth
of their daughter, Rachel Irene,
on April 3, 2000. She joins big
sister Stephanie Jane, who rurned
three on April 26, 2000. Suzanne
works as a managed care contrac
tor for SSM Health Care-St. Louis.
Rob works for Enterprise Rent-A
Car's corporate offi ce. They live
in Ballwin, Mo.
Peg Fetter, GF 91, had her
home published in Metropolitan
Home American Style by Dylan
LandiS and Clarkson Potter.
This is a great coffee-table book,
which includes famou s designer

Michael Graves. The book was
released in fall 1999.
Aron Knickerbocker, LA 91,
has moved to the San Francisco
area , where he has accepted a
pOSitio n with Alza Pharmaceuticals
as director of commercial develop
ment. E-ma il: aronmk@ya hoo.co m.
lee-Ann laffey, LA 91, GR 92,
received her Ph.D. in 1988 from
Indiana University-Bloomington
and is an assistant professo r of
Spanish and Latin American litera
ture at Elmhurst College in
Elmhurst, Ill. She has won th e
President's Award for Excellence in
Teaching, ami each summer she has
received a major research grant for
the study of Latin America n women
writers. She has published a host of
articles on contemporary La tin
American a nd Mexican women
noveli sts.
Gail Demsky Levi, LA 91, and
husband Dan have a son, Ryan LeVi,
born j anuary 30, 1999. They live in
Tampa, Fla.
AnneBeth Lilt, LA 91, is a
physician in private pra ctice
(i nterna l medicine) in New York
City and assistant professor of
medicine and ethics at New York
Medi ca l College. She rece ntly
married Mark Levenson.
Kristen (McKee) Malhot.ra,
LA 91, GR 94, GR 00, received her
Ph.D. in clinical neuropsyc ho logy
from WU in May 2000. She and her
hu sband, Ranjan, have two sons,
Raj , 4, and Milan, 2.
Kathleen Olowin, LA 91, and
husband Aaron Olowin, EN 91,
had a son, Ryan Alexander, born
February 23,2000. He joins big
brother Matthew, who wa s 4 1/2 at
the time. The Olowins still live in
Charlottesville, Va ., where Aaron
continues to work as a systems
engineer for Litton Marine, and
Kathleen is home full-time with the
boys. E-mail: aolowin@rlc.net.
Andrew M. Portteus, LA 91,
began a fellowship in child and
adolescent psychiatry at the Univer
sity of North Carolina in Chapel
Hill, where he recently completed
hi s training in adult psychiatry. He
was selected as a Janssen Clinical
Researc h Scholar by the American
Psychiatric Association for his
proposal to investigate predictors
to relapse in pediatriC onse t schizo
phrenia. E-mail: aportteus@
css.unc. edu .
Jen Glubka Ayers, LA 92,
Graham McNeill Ayers, LA 92,
and their Seattle-based roc k band
Honey Tongue would like to thank
all you WU alums who ca me out to
venues across tile country to see
Honey Tongue perform Jive (sum
mer East Coast tour and fall U.S.
tour). for Honey Tongue music
sa mples, photos, upcoming tour
info., and more, and to contac t Jen
or Graham, visit Honey Tongue's
Web Site at: www.h o neytongue.net.

ThomasJ. Baranski, MD
92, G M 92, has been n amed a
recip ient of the Roc kefelle r Broth·
ers Fund Charles E. Culpeper
Sch o lars hip in Medi ca l Sc ience
fo r th e year 2000. This award will
fund his research at the de part
me nts o f Inte rnal Medicine and
Mo lecu lar Biology an d Pharma
col ogy in the WU Sch oo l of
Medi ci n e.
Joanne Bronson, LA 92, and
h er fi an ce h ave settled into their
new h o m e in Los Ange les and set
th eir wedding date for November.
joann e h as her own bu siness as a
jewelry d esigner and supplier. Her
good fr iend , Mitch Weis.s, LA
92, a n d hi s wife, Laura , planned
to a tte nd th e weddin g.
Geri Bishop Davison, UC
92, served as agen t on an o ther
boo k, The Talk oftl1e Galaxy, by
Dr. Pa ul LaViolette.
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Denise (Warner) Dawson,
LA 92, and Philip Dawson,
LA 92, have a bea utiful baby boy,
Na than Jam es Daw son, born
August 19, 1999 . Phi! is an ass istant
pro fessor o f ch emi ca l biol ogy at th e
Scripps Research In stitute in La
jo lla, Calif. , and De nise is enj oyi n g
iI year at hom e with the baby
before returnin g to work as an
elementary sc h oo! teacher. E-m ail :
(phil )dawson@scripps.edu and
(d enise )pooh_dd300)ivillage.co m .
Beth A. Fisher, LA 92, was
awa rded a disser tati o n gran!" in
wo men's studi es by the Woodro w
Wilson Nati o n a l Fellowship Fo un ·
datio n. Sh e is a Ph.D . candid ate at
th e University o f Iowa .

Donna Drennan Flaherty,
SW 92, and h er husband, Bo b, h ave
a so n, Robert Fran cis III, born
February 9,2000. She is currentl y
wo rking as a hi gh sc hool guid a n ce
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Lynne Silber,

counselo r a t Ho lbrook Hi gh Sch ool
in Holb rook, Ariz.
Jordan B. Forman, BU 92, has
just co m ple ted two yea rs o f work
with the Anti-Defa mation League
in its Atlanta o ffice . He has recentl y
begun p ractic ing law with Kauf
man , C h aiken, Miller & KJ o rfe in in
Atlanta. Hi s main areas o f legal
practi ce in clude comm ercial real
estate, ba nking, and bankruptcy. In
hi s spare tim e, he has taken up the
clarine t again , this time with the
Atlanta La"''Ye rs' Orch est ra. E-mail:
jbf<rukaufma nchaiken. co m .
Patrick D. Hopkins, G R 92,
GR 96, ass istant professor o f philos
oph y a t Ripo n College in Ripo n ,
Wi s., received the coll ege's May
Bumby Seve ry Award fo r exce llence
in tea chin g .
PatriciaJun Hsieh, LA 92,
and Chyi-Song Hsieh, MD 96,
GM 96, h ave a health y, rambunc-

lious bJby boy, j oe l Yuehan Hsieh ,
bo rn May 18, 2000 (a fte r 30 hours
o f labo r). They still live in Seattle.
Pa tty has given up h er biotech job
to become a full -tim e "m o mm y"
to joe l, a nd C hyi is startin g the
second year of hi s rh eumatology
fe ll owship at th e Uni ve rsity of
Washington. E-m a il :
pjh sieh<["uswest.n et and
csh sieh<1iluswest.n et.
Matt Geiger Knannlein, FA
92, and Tanya Knannlein, LA
92, FA 92, " mad e a bab y! " Ilaxter
Fran cis Knannl ein was born june 8,
2000. They say, "H e is super
h eJ lth y and very hi ghly advan ced .
He was potty-tra in ed after two
wee ks, currentl y has a 20-plus
word vocabulary, and knows h ow
to d ial 911. We are wo rking on
hi s writing skills."
Dipak Rajhansa, LA 92,
recen tl y collabo rated with Wolff
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AView from Behind (the Scenes)

T

he television cameras
are rolling, and the live
broadcast is under way.
Lynne Silber is in the control
room, ensuring that every
thing runs smoothly. She has
already overseen the show's
script, tape rundowns, graph
ics, and chyron lists, as well as
drafted a technical outline for
the crew. A tense hour goes
by, but finally it's wrapped up.
The guests were charming, the
band was great, and, overall,
the show was a complete
success. Silber, along with
the rest of the crew, breathes
a sigh of relief.
And yet, all this excite
ment is just a typical day.
Satisfied with the show, she
heads to her office and pre
pares to do it again tomorrow.
Silber coordinates the
technical production for
ABC's Emmy Award-winning
Tile View, a live daytime talk
show that focuses on women's
issues and regularly features
its executive producer, Barbara
Walters. Th e View features a
panel of notable women who
crea te a forum for expression
on many topics. Silber
remains behind the scenes,

timing the show, working
beside the Emmy Award-win
ning director, Mark Gentile, to
make sure the visual and stage
elements are brought together.
She also updates the director's
script each morning with any
last-minute changes that are
indicative of live television.
All of this is done with a
remarkable enthusiasm. "I
think Th e View is a way for
women of all different walks
of life to say what's on their
minds," she says. "I identify
with the topiCS they talk
about, and I'm happy to be
a part of the show."
Silber explained that some
times changes occur in the
middle of the broadcast, for
example when a lively discus
sion calls for more time to
address the topic. In such an
event, should the senior pro
ducer decide to shorten a later
segment, Lynne must redis
tribute the show's timing on .
a dime so that the show will
make it off the air, and the
remaining segments will get
adequate airtime.
One of her favorite aspects
is dealing with performers
who appear on the show. She

works with musicians to break
down songs bar by bar, and
discusses the staging. She has
recently worked with such
pop stars as Marc Anthony
and Faith Hill.
Coordinating the program's
technical aspects is a huge
commitment, but one that
Silber accepts eagerly-she
loves the challenge. "It's so
satis.fying when at noon the
camera fades to black and
you say, 'we just put a show
together.' It's an incredible
feeling. "
Beyond the excitement
of her job, Silber still finds
plenty to do in her spare time,
including rollerblading,
weight lifting, and acting in
New York's community theater
scene. Two of her other pas
times are enjoying fine wine
and traveling. Naturally, her
recent vacation in Napa Valley
was "incredible, like taking an
extended wine class."
She remembers her years
studying business at WU fondly
and says it prepared her for
the fast-paced environment of
her career. "Television is very
cutthroat-the supply far
exceeds the demand for good
W I N TER 2 000

people in the business. My
years at the University taught
me to be strong and work
really hard, and I've done well
because of that." Her drive
and in tensity continue to lead
her toward new opportunities;
she's gradually moving into
associate directing on The
View and other projects.
While The View presents
fascinating personalities on
the screen every day, Silber'S
enthusiastic nature tells us
that there's another great
personality just outside the
screen, ensuring that the
show's live broadcasts are
a continued success.
-Ryafl Rhea, A.B. '96
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Kirsch, LA 51, MD 55, on a pape r
titl ed "A Compa rative Study of
a New Automa ted Microvascular
Hemostatic Clip----The MICRO
SURGICLlpTM," which was pre
sen ted at the annual meetin g of
the Am erican Association of
Neurological Surgeons. It was on ly
after the pro ject was completed
tha t th e co-a uthors discovered
that th ey were fellow WU and
Thurtene alumni.
Cristina Villa, LA 92, joined
CXO Media, Inc. (a division of
IDG), in late March 2000 as a
graphic designer for CIO Magazine,
a trade publication for IT profes
Sionals, based in Framingham,
Mass. She also recently completed
a ce rtificate-in-publishing cou rse
at Emerson College in Boston. She
spends her spare time in-line
skating, reading, tra veling, and
taking flamenco dance lessons.
E.-mai l: cvilla@cio.com.
Laura (Friedman) Williams,
LA 92, and David Williams, LA
92, welcomed baby Anabelle Rose
to their family on March 30, 2000.
They li ve in Manhattan, where
Laura is a literary agent and David
is the owner of a video/3-D produc
tion compa ny. E-mail: laura@
williams3dmedia.com.
Rachel Cohen, LA 93, married
jay Kim on June 11, 2000, in
Tucson, Ariz. They live in the
Washington, D.C., area, where
Rachel is an account executi ve in
th e hea lth-ca re practice of Porter
Novelli, a public relations agency.
E-mail: rlck@bellatlantic.net.
john Ives, GB 93, has joined a
technology-focused ventu re capital
firm, RockMountain Ventures, as a
development officer.
john F. Kuenstler, LW 93, was
named partner at Wildman, Har
rold, AUen & Dixon in Chicago. He
concentra tes his practice in labor
and employm ent law. john and his
wife, jill, ex pected th e birth of their
first c hild in July 2000. They live in
Chicago. E-mail: kuenstle@-wild
manharrold.com.
Suzy Lechner, LA 93, "fina ll y"
received her Ph .D. in clinical health
psychology in june. She also
accepted a postdoctoral fellowship
position at the Center for f'syc ho
Oncology Research at the Behav
ioral Med icine Research Cen ter at
th e University of Miami, and wil!
be working with people living with
HIV/AIDS and cance r. E-mail:
suz lec hner@AO L.com .
David Lengyel, GR 93, was
awa rded the NASA Exceptional
Service Medal in May 2000. He is
the manager of the Moscow Tech
nica l Liaison Office for th e Interna
tiona l Space Station Program and
stays busy shuttling between Mis
sion Control in Korolev, Russia,
and th e Ba ikonur Cosmodrome in
Kazakhsta n tha t prepared for the
first ISS crew launch on a Soyuz-U
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booster in la te October 2000.
E-mail: David.M .Lengyel@
mtlo.nasa.gov.
jason Mirikitani, BU 93,
was hired as execu tive director of
Shiloh Summer Camp, a Christian
camp for inner-City youth in
Oklahoma City. He and his wife,
Jill, had a baby gi rl , Abigail j ordan
Mirikitani, o n September 6, 2000.
Mitch Parker, EN 93, GB 93,
and Margie (Maier) Parker, BU
93, have a daughter, Grace Louise,
born November 28,1999. They
reside in Burlingame, Calif.
Amar Patel, EN 93, has just
completed his master's of manufac
turing engineering degree from
Northwestern University in June
2000. £-mail: amar@nualumni.com.
Christopher j_ Petri, BU 93,
was named an associate in th e law
firm of Gallop, johnson & Neuman,
LC, of St. Louis.
Benjamin Rosenbloom,
LA 93, is making a career transition
in Tokyo and looking to network
with folks in the city. He is also
rowing again, picking up what he
started with the WU crew team and
lookin g to conn ec t with old rowing
buddies and make new ones.
Paul Strug, LA 93, married
Lesli e Annette Kay on March 19,
2000. Pa ul resides in Houston,
where he practices law with
Winstead , Sechrest & Minick.
E-mail: pstrug@winstead.com.
jelmifer (Berman) YokeD,
BU 93, and hu sband jonathan
Yoken, LA 93, welcomed th eir
first child, Hannah Elizabeth, on
February 23, 2000. They reside in
Philad elphia, I'a., where jennifer
has taken tim e off from her position
as education director of junior
Achievement's Philadelphia office
to stay at home with Hannah.
Jon at han is c hief resident of
ophthalm o logy at Universi ty of
Pennsylvania 's Scheie Eye In st itute
and is applying for a fellowship
positi on in vitreoretinal surgery.
E-mail: Be rmken@aol.com.
Susan M_ "Shellie" Yussman,
LA 93, comp leted her pediatrics
residency in Portland, Ore., and just
moved to Rochester, N. Y. , to start a n
adolescent medicine fell owship and
a master's in public health. E.-m ail:
susan_yu ssman@Urmc.rochester.edu.
Allison (Blow) Gilbert,
LA 94, married Kenyatta Gilbert
in September 1999. Kenyatta is a
Ph.D. candidate at Princeton
Theologica l Seminary. Allison is
startin g her seco nd yea r of residency
in pediatrics at Robert Wood
Johnson University Hospital, New
Brunswick, N.). They make their
happy home in Somerset, N.j.
E-mail: allyyattag@cs.com.
john Hohlen, GB 94, married
Karen Stol te on May 27,2000. Th e
couple resides in Chesterfield, Mo.
John is a softwa re engineer with
Bridge Informa tio n Systems in
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Creve Coeur, Mo. E-mail: jhohlen@
bridge.com.
Elizabeth Shoemaker Kevil,
LA 94, PI 97, married Michael
Patrick Kevil onJune 17, 2000, in
Springfield, Mo. They still live in
Meridian, Miss., and Elizabeth will
con tinue to work as a ph ysica I
therapist in an outpatien t clinic for
another year or so until they move
closer to a pilot base. Mike is a first
o fficer with Continenta l Airlines
and is an LCDR in the U.S. Navy
Reserves. They have a black lab
puppy named Yale.
Phil MiUer, SW 94, is an
active-duty commiSSioned officer
in the U.S. Air Force, working
clinically as a family advocat e.
Phil, along with wife Shelli
Altopp-Miller, SW 94, and
children Evangeline and Owen,
are stationed at Pope Air Force !lase,
Fayetteville, N.C. She lli enjoys
being a full-tim e mom and
homemaker.
Tamara Pester, LA 94, now
in-house counsel at LHS/Sema
Group Telecoms in Atlanta,
co-a uthored a chapte r, "Bu ilding
a Legally !lulletproof Website,"
that appeared in the Handbook of
E-BLIsiness (RIA/Warren, Gorham &
Lamont, 2000). She is also now the
proud aunt of Samuel Benjamin
Spirn, son of Michelle, LW 96,
and Daniel Spirn, LW 96. E-mail:
tpesterC<ilyahoo.com.
Shannon Williams, BU 94,
married Michael Higgins on May
13, 2000, in St. Louis. They live in
the Washington , D.C., area, where
Shannon is pursuing an M.P.H. at
George Washingto n University,
and Michael is a senior director of
member services at the Advisory
Board Company. Members of the
wedding party included Laurie
Williams, LA 96, Amy Black, LA
94, Amy Ortner, LA 94, Raimee
(Reiter) Gordon, !lU 94, Lauren
(Ruttkamp) Schanker, BU 94,
and Kim Nash, LA 94.
Matt Britton, LW 95, and
wife Libby celebrated the birth of
their fourth child, Luke, in May
2000. We regret reporting Luke
was the couple 's first child in the
su mmer issue.
Mark W_ Clark, LW 9S, joined
Barnes & Thornburg, indiana's
largest law firm, in its Indianapolis
office.
Timothy Parsons, LA 95,
moved to Pittsburgh for graduate
school at Carnegie Mellon
University, where he will be
pursuing an M.B.A.
George Rietz, LA 9S, GR 97,
andjenDifer (Shapiro) Rietz,
LA 94, have a son, Jacob Howard ,
born May 27,2000. They live in
Nashville. George teaches Latin to
seventh- and eighth-graders; Jen
is a consultant with Mary Kay
Cos metics. E-mail: georgean djen@
mindspring.com.

Erin Schatz, LA 95 , is an
a tto rney in the Labor and Employ
ment Department at McGuire
Woods Battle & Boothe in Atlanta.
E-mail: escha tz@mwbb.com.
Lisette Alvarez, LA 96, gradu
ated from Tulane School of Law in
New Orleans last year, where she
studied international law, specifi
cally public international law with
an emphasis on human rights. She
is a member of th e Florida Bar. In
th e last yea r, she has traveled to
Europe and Kenya, and comple ted
an internship in Costa Rica at the
Inter-American Court of Human
Rights. She has since relocated to
Washington, D.C.
jason D, Dodson, LW 96, and
David N. Bohrer, LW 96, have
joined the law firm of Simon,
Lowe & Passanante, LLC, of
St. Louis.
jason Florimonte, LA 96, and
jerylin jordan, FA 97, were
married March 26, 2000, o n the
island of Oahu, Hawaii. "We are
happily enjoying ou r lives
together! Aloha .... " E-m ail:
jerylinj@hotmail.com or
florimjm@eudoramail .com .
Richard L. Gray, LW 96,
and Tara L. jensen, LW 96, were
married in September 1997 and
are proud parents to Avery Jensen
G ray, born March 30, 2000.
Richard is at Shook, Hardy &
!lacon, and Tara is an appellate
public defender with the Missouri
PubliC Defender (both in Kansas
City).
Laurel Green, LA 96, married
Richard Stein, LA 95, in Cleve
land, Ohio, on October 9,1999 .
Laurel is an attorn ey with the
Cleveland law firm Morganstern,
MacAdams & Devito Co., LPA.
Richard is a second-year residen tin
internal medicine at Metro Health
Medical Center in Clevela nd .
Aaron M. Moore, FA 96, was
promoted to senior art director of
crea tive services at Eric Mower and
Associates, which has offices in
severa l cities in New York state.
Karla Rae Petersen, LA 96,
married Ivan David Zeitz, LA
96, o n May 13, 2000, in San Fran
cisco. Karla is a ne uroscience Ph.D.
ca ndidate at the University of
Califo rnia, San Francisco. Ivan
gradua ted in May 2000 from the
UCSF School of Medicine. After a
medical internship, he will begin
an anesthesia resid ency at UCSF.
Members of the wedding part)'
included Kristin Hunt, LA 96,
Takumi Sato, LA 96, Melissa
Schwartzberg, LA 96, and
Barath Vasudevan, EN 96.
David Kirsch, LA 96, and Rohit
Udipi, BU 96, also at tended.
Seth Promisel, BU 96, and
Amy Blumhof, !lU 97, are
engaged to be married. Th ey are
planning a wedding for August
2001.

Michelle Spirn, LW 96, and
Daniel Spirn, LW 96, are enjoy
ing baby Samuel Benjamin, born
july 3, 2000. Dan has joined the
rea l esta te section of Bryan Cave,
LLC, and Michelle will resume her
domestic relations practice at
Ziercher & Hocker Pc.
Mark Westfall, GB 96, mar
ried Kim Steckel on March 4,
2000. They have moved to Man
hattan , where Mark accepted a
position in strategy consulting
with Cap Gemini Ernst & Young.
E-mail: westfallm r@ao l.com .
Jeffrey A. Daxe, LW 97, and
Stacy Riley, LW 98, were married
May 27, 2000, at Graham Chapel.
Lauren Brett Dingee, LA 97,
married Sam Caram June 10, 2000,
in Tu lsa, Okla. She is a fourth-year
med ical student at University of
Oklahoma Co ll ege of Medicine
and plans to enter a residency in
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emergency med icine. Sam is a
teacher and voll eyball coach at
Cascia Hall Preparatory High
School.
Randall Katz, LA 97, has
joined CIBC (Canadian Impe ri al
Bank of Co mm erce)
Oppenh eimer, in Atlanta.
Debbi Schnitzer, LA 97,
married Aar on Cooper, a graduate
of th e University of Mi chi ga n, on
july 2, 2000. Many WU graduates
were part of th e wedd ing part y:
Rebecca Schnitzer, LA 99,
Aimee Zaiger, LA 97, Amy
Bluwhof, BU 97, Geunye
Feldman, BU 97, and Jessica
(Pearlstein) Averbuch, LA 97,
as well as WU student Daniel
Schnitzer.
Maria C. Ferriol, LA 98, is
curren til' starting her second year
at Tuf1s University Schoo.! of
Dental MediCine in Boston.

PROFILE

Joshua Langford, LA 98,
married Laura Cantrell, FA 00,
in jacksonville, Fla. GrOomsmen
included Zach Waltz, EN 99,
GB99,Ja.~on Frank, LA 98,
and Aaron Colburn. Joshua is a
third-year medical student at the
Uni versity of Illinois, and Laura
is wo rking in fashion design in
Chi cago.
Richard Lellillger, SW 98,
relocated to the Upper Haight nea r
Cole Va lley. The new loca tion is
wonderful, and he is enj oying
San Francisco very much.
Kevin E. Packman, LW 98, is
the founder and president of th e
ALS Recovery Foundati on, In c., a
nonprofit organization dedi ca ted
to the cure of Lou Gehrig's disease.
Brent Sobol, BU 98, married
his Sigma Nu sweetheart, Laura
Crowe, June 16, 2000. They bought
their first home, close to WU, in

Greg Sullivan,

Clayton. Brent is working in sales
and marketing for Progress Con
sulting, a start-up computer con
sulting services firm. E-mail:
bsoboll!Yprogressconsulting.com.
Bryna WiUianlS, LA 98, a
you th director working in
Na perville, III., is engaged to
Chuck Kaufman, LA 97, a
graduate student at the Uni vers ity
of Chi cago. Their wedd ing is
planned for july 2001. E-mail:
bryna76@hotmail .com.
KeUy lunt, BU 99, and
Mi chael Chandler were married
on September 8, 2000, at the Old
Ca th ed ral in downtown St. Louis.
After honey mooning in Maui, they
return ed to their home in Mary
land Heights, Mo. Kelly works for
Ex press Scripts, Inc., as a financial
analyst for the Specialty Distribu
tion Se rvices subsidiary. E-mail:
keIIy. cha nd ler@express-scripts.com.
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Celebrating Success the Fun Way

F

or Greg Sullivan, working
should be a choice, not a
chore, and these days, it's a
choice he really enjoys. His com
pany-G. A. Sullivan, a leader in
the emerging IT industry-has
been listed in 1997,1998, and
2000 on INC. Magazine's list of
the 500 "fastest-growing private
companies in America."
Sullivan hopes that working
at G. A. Sullivan is also a choice
and not a chore for his roughly
360 employees. "I always tell
my employees that I work here
by choice as well. 1 want it to be
fun; it's important as you don ' t
always know what tomorrow
will bring."
For Sullivan, an early choice
that c hanged his life was
becoming a business owner.
After graduating with a systems
science and mathematics degree
from the School of Engineering
and Applied Science in 1981, he
went to work with the consult
ing company MARC. In 1982,
Sullivan lost his MARC job.
With only $300 and working
out of his apartment, Sullivan
created G. A. Sullivan; his initial
goal was to provide custom soft
ware to businesses that used
the-then fairly new IBM PC as
part of their operations.

__.n...

brate success along the way. It's
"When IBM introduced the
not about waiting until retire
first PC, the company sent out
demo models to generate inter ment and then looking back
on your accomplishments."
est," he says. "I would go to
Sullivan's "cele
ComputerLand
brating" comes
between 5 and 10 in
in a variety of
the morning to pro
manners: He
gram its demo."
Sullivan saw that
has sprayed Silly
String™ on sales
computers would be
personnel to
vi tal to businesses
celebra te a first
in the future, and
sale; he throws
he recognized the
parties for com
need for software
pany milestones,
development. G. A.
occasionally
Sullivan grew, albeit
showing up in
slowly, along with
costume; he
the computer indus
wears a bunny
try, providing inno
suit when tensions and work
vative software for St. Louis
loads are running high; and he
businesses.
In 1992, Sullivan recognized offers his employees trust and
respect. His employees recognize
another technological revolu
their boss' relaxed, playful atti
tion-the Internet. He began
an intensive reorganization and tude; last year, turnover was
restructured his company, creat roughly 7 percent in an industry
where 20+ percent is common.
ing the G. A. Sullivan of today.
The St. Louis Business Journal
"We are an e-business solution
recently honored G. A. Sullivan
provider," he says. "We help'
companies leverage the Internet with a Laclede award for "corpo
rate culture," recognizing the
in their business strategy."
company among the "best
Throughout his career,
Sullivan has maintained an atti places to work."
G. A. Sullivan is not entirely
tude of fun and lightness that
pervades his company. "One of fun and games, however.
"Industry leadership is our primy key philosophies is to cele
WINTER 2000

mary goal. And leaders should
contribute to their industry,
not just take from it," he says.
And lead they do. G. A.
Sullivan's employees have
written a series of technical
publications that have become
standards in the computer field .
Sullivan speaks at industry gath
erings and trade shows. He and
his staff travel across the globe
presenting seminars on industry
related topics to clients, other
companies, and the public.
Since 1992, G. A. Sullivan's
revenue growth rate has been
9,455 percent. The employee
roster has grown from five to
more than 360 with a network
of eight offices in St. Louis;
Atlanta; Cincinnati; Kansas City;
San Antonio; Fairview Heights,
Illinois; Nashville; and the
Netherlands. And Sullivan has
received numerous local and
national awards, including being
named the 1999 Small Business
Administration National Small
Business Person of the Year.
Asked what success has been the
most celebrated: "The most fun
occurs every time we have a
happy customer. If our consul
tants deliver high-quality work,
there is no better success than
that." -Greg Peters, Class of '01
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Kelly Wolford, LA 99, has
been Jiving in Japan for the
last yea r teaching English o n a
teeny-tiny island, where she is one
of only 20 or so other foreigners.
Although "it has been an amazing
experience (and the kids are
beautiful!)," she is "definitely"
ready to head back to the States
this sum mer. She'll be living at
home in Nebraska for the next
yea r, then heading off to law
school in 200 l. E-mail: kcwolfor@
yahoo.com.

Ben l.ooker, LA 00, and Jeff
!.ash, BU 00, each received individ
ual awards for "O utstand ing Musi
cia n ship" when they performed at
the Wichita Jazz Festival April 21,
2000. The two are members of the
WU student jazz quartet, inside
OUT, which received the highest
possible rating at the festival.
Michael E. Quennoz, LA 00,
is pursuing a master's degree in
underwater archaeology in fall
2000.

In Memoriam
19201
Bernice (Donihoo) Braznell, BU 27;
8/00.
Ella Mae (Hott) Magness, NU 28,
NU 37; 8/00.
Mary Helen (Bartlett) Thompson,
LA 28; 8/00.
19305
Hadley A. Quade, EN 30; 7/00.
Isadore Kowarsky, EN 31; 7/00.

Marjorie (Sodemann) Smith,
LA 31; 9/00.
A. Fred Miller, EN 32; 7/00.
Ruth S. Singer, SW 34; 9/00.
Edgar J. Wussler, LA 35, LW 35;
6/00
Virginia M. (Hammerstein)
Ebbingha us, SW 36, GR 37; 8/00.
William M. Frech, EN 36; 7/00
Gustave Ho lubeck, EN 36; 9/00.
Alma E. (Be rglund) Boswell,
LA 37; 7/00
James A. Kinder, Jr. , LA 37,
MD 41; 7/00.
Lorraine G. (Pattiz) Pepper,
SW 3 7; 7/00.
Alex Grosberg, Jr., BU 38; 7/00.
Herbert F. Levy, BU 38; 7/00.
Milton H. Rau, EN 38; 8/00.

19405
Florence (Taylor) Galt, NU 40;
6/00.
Hal A. Hamilton, LA 40, LW 40;
8/00.
I. William Record, BU 40, LW 40;
'7100.
Wallace Rindskopf, Jr. , MD 40;
6/00
Manuel M. Lasky, LW 41; 9/00.
Berla (Cato) Thomas, OT 41; 7/00.
Dorothy S. Gilbert, FA 42; 8/00.
Dorothy M. (Lamborg) Kretch,
UC 43; 7/00
Donald E. Smith, MD 43; 7/00.
Christ iana E. (Lohrm ann) Broun,
SW 44; 7/00.
Frank L. Wolf, EN 44, GR 48;
7/00.
Samueill. Guze, MD 45; 7/00.
Marko J Todorovich, BU 45; 6/00.

Pallia (Berwald) Landesman, LA 46;
8/00
Melvin Risch, LW 46; 9/00.
William E. Mengel, EN 47, SI 47 ,
SI 63; 7/00.
William W. Evans, LW 48; 8/00.
John R. Fo rgy, EN 48, AR 49; 7/00.
Bonnie M. (Maynard) Holmes,
LA 48; 8/00.
FrancisJ. Moore, HA 48; 7/00.
Margaret J. (Wilson) Co peland,
AR 49; 7/00.

1950s
Charles M. Lederer, Sr., MD 50;
8/00.
James B. Morris, BU 50; 9/00.
Patricia M. (Lentz) Olin, UC 50;
8/00.
Joyce (Pitman) Schardt, GR 50;
9/00.
H. Curtis Ittner, AR 51; 9/00.
Charl es F. Jamieson, FA 52; 6/00.
Patricia A. (Sparling) Lehman,
LA 52; 7/00.
joanna Collins, FA 53; 8/00.
Ruth V. Alexander, GR 54; 7/00.
Ruth Hian, GR 54; 7/00.
Mary E. (Ziercher) Lasley, LA 54;
8/00.
Dixon P. Timmerman, jr., BU 54;
8/00.
Howard I. Sato, DE 55; 8/00.
Ella (Decke r) Trotter, GR 55; 8/00.
Allan B. Dieckg raefe, EN 56; 8/00.
Rita F (Sparks) Farnham, UC 56;
6/00
Mary Carolyn (Lucy) Tyree, LA 56;
7/00.
Leroy Crou ther,jr., BU 57, LW 59;
9/00.

Irving Halperin, GR 57; 9/00.
M. F. Long, GB 57; 6/00.
Philip L. Curd, BU 59, LW 62; 8/00.
Michael Kovac, EN 59; 8/00.
AJan L. Lake, UC 59; 8/00.
Kathryn M. Miller, UC 59, GR 60;
7/00.

1960s
Aaron S. Dennis, BU 60; 6/00.
Maurice V. Foley, UC 60; 8/00.
Archibald H. Hosier, Jr. , AR 60; 7/00.
Thomas L. Regot, LA 60; 8/00.
Raymond Gregg Richardson, MD 60;
6/00.
Rochelle (Edelman) Sc issors, LA 60;
7/00.
john F. Tullock, UC 60; 8/00.
Jean Van Ness, UC 62; 8/00.
HarriS O. C utler, UC 63, LW 66;
7/00.
Lula Mae Edmonds, UC 64; 7/00.
Harvey Reznick, LA 64, LW 67; 9/00.
Arlie E. Rodgers, TI 66; 7/00.
Robert L. Ruesing, UC 68; 8/00.
Amelia (Fields) Casmier, GN 69;
8/00.
1970.
Frank W. Bufe, UC 70; 6/00.
Laurence P. Cap la n, GB 71; 7/00.
Dianne Grant (Spence r) Mubarak
Tharpe, LA 73; 8/00.
Martha Lynne (jander) Dickson,
GR 74; 8/00.
Thomas Dwayne Scott, HA 77; 8/00.
1980s
jeffrey Shaw Collins, LA 84; 7/00.
Mark Dale Cooper, MD 84; 6/00.

Mary Margaret Huebener, UC 94, GR
97; 7/00.

In Remembrance
Name: ______________________________________________________________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Class Yea r: ________ School or College: ___________________ Phone:.____________

o Check here if this is a new address.
Please tell my classmates (use an additional sheet of paper if necessary):
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Samuel B. Guze
Samuel B. Guze, the Spencer 1. Olin
Professor of Psychiatry and former
head of psyc hiatry a nd vice c hance l
lor for m edica l affairs at Washington
University, died July 19, 2000, of
bone marrow disease. He was 76.
Guze was one of the most influen
tial psychiatri sts in the world. His
scientific and biological approach to
the field of psychiatry beginning in
the 1950s helped shape the practice
of psychiatry today. He believed that
psychiatriC patients should be
approached the same way general
phYSicians approach all patients,
thus helping move psychiatry into
the mainstream of medical science.
"Sam Guze was a man ahead of
his time- not only as one of the
founding fathers of the scientific
approach to psychiatry, but also as

an administrator," says William A.
Peck, executive vice ch ancellor for
medical affairs and dean of th e
Schoo l of Medicin e. "His vision for
the medical sch ool kept us progres
sive and foc used during times o f
great change."
Gu ze was also one of th e first
psychiatrists to use twins to study
the ro le of heredity in psychiatric
illness, He and hi s colleagues mad e
key discoveries concerning the
genet ic predisposi ti o n to certain
conditions, such as alcoholism a nd
schizophre nia ,
Born in New York City, Guze
attended th e City College of New
York, Washington University, and
th e Sch ool of Medicin e, receiVing
hi s medical degree in 1945. An
interni st who switch ed to psychia
try, Guze was also an associate
professor of med ici ne in the
Department of Medicine, He
joined th e WU faculty in 1951,
Guze was an outstanding
admini strato r, se rving as vice
chan cell o r and president of the
University's Medical Ce nter from
1971 until 1989. He was head of
the Department of Psyc hiatry from
1975 to 1989, a n d from 1993 to
1997. The Samuel B, Guze Profes
sorship in Psychia try was estab
lished in 1998, a nd it was first
awarded to hi s form er stud ent and
the current head of the psychiatry
departmen t, Charl es F. Zorumski.
Guze published more that 200
scienti fic papers and several books,
In 1980, he helped compile th e
Am e rican Psychiatric Associati on's

DSM-JJJ, Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders. He
received numerous award s includ
ing the Sarnat Prize in Mental
Health from the In stitute of Medi
cine, a nd the Samuel Ha milton
Meda l and the Paul Hoc h Award
Medal from th e Ame rican Psycho
pa thological Associatio n ,
He was a member of numerous
societies, in c lu d ing the In stitute of
Medicin e, Alpha Omega Al pha,
Sigma Xi, and the Psych ia tric
Research Society, and a fello w of
th e Ame rican Psychia tri c Associa
tion, American Co ll ege of Phys i
cian s, American Associati o n for
th e Advancement of SCience, and
Royal College of Psychiatrists.
"Sam Guze was one of th e
grea test superstars of Washington
Uni versity- a brilliant sc ien ti st, an
outstanding physician, a wise and
tru sted leader, an intell ectual of
bread th and depth , a m an of
stro ng character, and a wonderful
friend," says William H. Danforth,
professor of m edicine, chancellor
e me ritus of th e University, and
vice chair of its Board of Trustees.
Guze is survived by hi s wife of
54 yea rs, Joy Campbell Guze; a
son, Jona th a n D. Guze; a daughter,
Jeremy Ann Opitz; and five grand
c hil dre n.

Johns W. Hopkins III
Jo hns W. Hopki ns Ill, professor
emeritus o f b io logy, died Jul y 20,
2000, fro m injuries suffered in an
autom ob ile accident. He was 67,
Hopkins taught b io logy at
Washington University for 33 years
before retiring last yea r. He came
to WU at age 33, succeed ing
Viktor Hambu rge r, the Edward
Mallinckrodt Distinguish ed
University Professo r Emeritus of
Biology, as c hair of the department,
thus becoming one of the youngest
bi o logy chairs in the nati on,
He was known as a devoted
teacher who was respo nsible
for several innova tio ns in the
University's introd uctory biol ogy
co urse. Hi s ow n resea rch centered
on the synthesis of messenge r-RNA
and late r the problem of calciu m
uptake.
Hopki ns was an indirect
descenda nt of th e late Maryland
philanthropist Jo hn s Hopkins.
He is survi ved by his wife,
Margaret Lowry Hop kins; a son,
Jo hns W. Hopki ns, Jr.; and a sister,
Ann Hopkin s Gregory.

William E. Simon
Willia m E, Simon, form er secre tary
o f th e treasury, finan Cier, and
philanthropist, died June 3,2000,
in Santa Barbara, Ca lifornia, at age
72, of complications from pul
monary fibrosis.
Simon was best known as a
major playe r o n Wall Street, who
served as secreta ry of th e treasury
durin g the Nixon and Ford ad min
istratiOns. He also served as head
of th e Federal Energy Office.
After his stint in Wa shington ,
Simon returned to private busin ess,
In 1977, he took o n the presidency
of the John M. Olin Foundati o n, at
th e requ est of his good friend Jo hn
M, Olin. The John M. O lin Founda
tion is a New York grant-m aki ng
organizatio n that h elps support
program s and institu tion s prom ot
in g a better unde rsta n d ing of and
apprecia tion for the principles of
the free-enterprise system.
Tn 1988, the foundation initi ated
a five- yea r c h allenge grant with the
John M, O lin School of Business, At
its com pletion in 1992, $30 million
was raised, most of which became
part o f the School's endowme nt.
T he gra nt also contributed to the
establishment o f two n ew academiC
cen ters: the Manage ment Center
and the Business, Law, and Eco
nomics Cen ter. For his efforts,
Simon wa s awarded the Robert S,
Brookings Award in 1993. He was
also influ entia l in th e developme nt
of th e Uni versity's Center for the
Stud y of American Business, which
was fo unded in 1975,
Si mon also served as a consul 
ta nt to several fi nancial companies,
started his own private investmen t
finn with hi s two sons, wrote two

best-sellin g books, A Time for T/1/t11
(1978) and A Tillie for Action
(1980) , and became a self-made
billi o naire and gen ero us philan
thropis t,
Simon is survived by his second
wife, Tonia, two so ns, five daugh 
te rs, and 22 grandchildren . His first
wife, Carol Girard Sim o n, wh o m
he married in 1950, died in 1995,

Lloyd Norman Simpson
Lloyd Norman Simpson, a former
biomedical electro nics instrumen 
tatio n engineer and assistant
p ro fessor emeritus in neurology
a nd neu rosurgery at Washingto n
University School of Medicin e,
died Au gust 22, 2000, Simpso n
battled Alzh eimer's di sease, suc
cumbing a t age 77.
Retiring in 1985 , Simpson
tau ght at the Sch ool of Medicin e
fo r 37 years, where he specialized
in the modilication and mainte
nance of electrical recordin g
equipment fo r measuring e lectri ca l
ac tivity in human muscles, nerves,
and th e brain-an inn ova tive field
of medicin e at the tim e, He a lso
tau gh t doctoral students how to
use thi s technolOgy, He became
known for hi s advances in the
fi e lds of electroencephalography
and electrom yography,
Simpson grad uated from the
University of Minnesota in 1943,
then served in the U.S, Army from
1943 to 1946,
He is survived by hi s wife, Mary
Ellen Simpson, and a daughter,
Kat hlee n Feeler.

Scott O. Swofford
Sco tt 0, Swofford, assistant
football coach at WU, died
September 3, 2000, of a h ea rt
attack, He was 50 years o ld .
Swofford was in o nly his
second season with Washington
University. He died in the team 's
offices while reViewing film
fro m the Bears' 37-0 wi n over
Westminster Co ll ege the night
before. A m emorial service was
held on the 50-yard line a t
Fran cis Field on September 6,
Bes id es coaching the Bears'
nlJlning backs and special teams,
Swofford was al so a h ea lth, physi
cal education, and driver's educa
tio n teacher at Wen tzville Hi gh
School. He was head football
coach at Wentzville from 1986 to
1998, wh ere h e led the team to
their best seaso n in the school's
histo ry.
Born in South St, Louis, Swof
ford pla yed football a t Ce ntral
Me thodist College in Fayette,
Mi ssouri, where h e ea rned a
bachelor's degree in education
in 1972, /\s a four-year starting
lin ebacker, he was named team
captain and Most Valuable Player
in 1971 , He also earned a li-district
and all-conference recogniti o n . In
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add itio n, he coach ed a nd cap
tained the rugby tea m for fo ur
years, fini shin g third in the 1971
NCAA tournament , He later
returned to serve as an assistan t
football coach at the college,
Swoffo rd also served as an
assis tant foo tball coach a t Central
Mi ssouri State UniverSity in
vVar rensburg, where he ea rned a
ma ster's degree in educa tion in
1977, He would then go on to
coach many schools durin g hi s
career, among them GrandView
High School, where he led the
team to its first winning season
in sch ool history,
Larry Kindbom, th e Univer
sity's head football coac h, said
that Swofford "touched the lives
of man y peopl e," Among his
many activities, Swofford se rved
as vice president of the St, Louis
Metro Coaches Assoc iati on from
1997 to 2000 and was active in
th e Fellowship of Christi an
Athletes a nd the St. Louis Falcons
rugby team,
He is surVived by h is wi fe ,
Runa Swofford; three sons,
Sam uel Osca r Swoffo rd Ill, a
sophomore a t WU and team
manage r, Clint Youngerman , and
Chad Youngerman; a daughter,
Sonni O. Swofford; a daughter-in
law, Jeni Youngerman; his
moth er, Doris Swofford; three
sisters, Shelley Richardson, Stacey
Rh odes, and Shawn Williams;
a nd two grandchildren,

Elliot A. Wallach
Dr. Elliot A, Wallach, a form er
associate cli nica l professo r of
m ed ici ne in dermatology at the
University's School o f Medic ine,
died August 26, 2000, at age 79,
fro m complications of ca ncer.
Wallach was a derma tologi st
in private p racti ce in Belleville,
Illinois, and St, Louis, who,
besides teachi ng at WU, a lso
taught at the Saint Louis Univer
sity Med ical School. Known for
hi s devotion to his professio n,
Wall ach practiced medicine for
some 45 years, serving in local,
national, and international der
matological societies,
Wallach grew up in Brookl yn,
New York, a tten ded the Coll ege of
Willia m a nd Mary in Virginia, and
then m oved to St. Louis, where he
graduated from the Saint Louis
University Medical Schoo l. His
wife, El len, an arti st and actress,
was an art student in th e 1940s at
Washington University.
Two years ago, the Elliot A,
Wallach Lect ure Series was es tab
lished at Washington University
School of Medicine.
Wallach is survived by hi s
wife; two sons, John Wallach
and Peter Wallach; a daughter,
Suzanne Wallach Dri e r; and two
gra nddaughte rs.
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Transforming
the University
BY CANDACE O'CONNOR

F

rom the South 40 do rmitories o n the Hillto p
Camp us to th e n ew cli n ical buil d ings at th e
Med ica l Ce nter, exciting con structio n pro jec ts are
chan ging the fa ce o f Washing ton University. At the
e pice nter o f thi s building boom is Ric hard Rolo ff,
executive vice chancellor since 1991. His stro ng
backgroun d in co mmercial deve lopm ent and finan ce,
combin ed with h is dedication to th e University, h ave
m ad e him th e ideal person to spea rhead thi s ca mpus
wide tra nsformatio n .
On the Hill top Campu s alone, he has al ready been
invoJved wit h th e const ruc ti on of McDonn ell Hall,
Gold farb Hall, the Psyc ho logy Building, Anh euser
Busch Hall , a nd the new residen tia l colleges. Th e
Arts &. Sciences Laboratory Scien ce Buildi ng, Ch arles F.
Knight Executive Educatio n Ce nter, sma ll-gro up h ous
ing, and ma jor parking improvements are under way.
At the sa me time, Rol o ff has also p arti cipated in the
co mplete re nova tio n o f ex isting buildings- espec ially
Brookings, D uncker, and Ead s- a lo ng with the success
fu l restora tion of Holmes Lounge in Ridgley Hall.
And more ch an ges are in the offin g. In his No rth
Brookings o ffi ce, Ro lo ff kee ps a lO-yea r plan wi th all
the pro jec ts being built, deSign ed , o r contempla ted
over the n ex t decad e. This plan is n o t a static
blue print; it is updated m ont h ly, carefull y balancing
th e University's needs with its abi lity to pay fo r
cha n ge . Som e items o n this li st are n ew buildings
for ea rth a nd planetary scien ces an d bio medical
enginee ring, th e Visual Arts and Design Center,
and the University Center.
All of th is makes fo r a daunting workload-but
Roloff's respon sibilities extend still furth er. He also
oversees the entire admini strati ve fun cti on o f the
Un ive rsity, fro m lawn mainten an ce and tras h collec
tion to fi n an cia l investm ent.
He even fin ds time to in itia te new programs. O ne
is the Supplier Diversity In itiative, wh ich h as increased
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Roloff, a modest man, downplays
his role in the success of the
University's operation. Instead, he
prefers to give credit to others ....
the participatio n o f wo men and min o riti es in construction
pro jec ts and in suppl ying material a nd se rv ices to the
Un iversity. Ano th er is a program, which he instituted seven
years ago, to ad d ress m o re than $100 millio n o f deferred
m ainten ance pro jects through a deprecia tion fund to w hich
each school a nnuall y contributes. In this co ming year alo ne,
the fund will provid e more tha n $12.5 millio n to upgrade
campus build ings and ground s.
"Dick Roloff is a kind of m agician," says James E. McLeod,
vice ch an cellor for students and dea n o f th e College of Arts &.

liked the work so much th at he stayed on in a role that he
Sciences. "He starts quietly-that is one of his hallmarks;
calls "a very satisfying capstone to my caree r. "
I've never yet heard him raise his voice. Then he burrows
''I'd like to express m y app recia tion for the time I
deeply into a project, almost miraculously gets it going,
have spe nt at Washington University," says Roloff, who
th en finally pulls it out of a hat-and it is a beautiful
thi s yea r received the Dean 's Medal from Am & Sciences.
outcome."
"I am deeply grateful that Bill Danforth offered me the
But Roloff, a modest man, down plays his role in the
opportunity to work here, and that Mark Wrighton,
success of the University's operation. Instead, he prefers
whom I admire greatly, has given me a chance to
to give cred it to others, especially the young staff mem
continue-there
is nothing I would rather do. "
bers who are the leaders of the future. The belief they all
feel in the University's extraordinary academic endeav
Candace O'Connor is a free-lance writer based in St. Louis.
ors-and thei r desire for the University's future success
give meaning to their efforts, he says.
"We have a wonderful faculty and they
need good spaces in which to work," Roloff
PEER REVIEW
says. "We also ex ist in a world in which
"Dick Roloff combines brilliance in business, engineering, and finance
prospective heshmen and their parents look
with a refreshing amount of common sense. We are fortunate to
at the academic buildings, dormitories, even
have such a depth of corporate talent being devoted to improving
places to eat, in deciding whether their chil
Washington University."
dren should go to school here. So we are
maintaining a competitive edge with the
-Christopher I. Byrnes, Dean, School of Engineering and Applied Science
quality of our buildings."
Roloff has a personal, as well as profes
"No one has worked more selflessly or effectively for Washington
sional, loyalty to Washington University.
University than Dick Roloff. He has built the infrastructure that
In 1951, he gradu ated from the School of
makes progress possible. He has modernized the financial systems,
Engineering with a degree in industrial engi
improved maintenance on the Hilltop, and added beauty to the
neering. His father, Robert Roloff, had also
grounds. He has overseen the immense construction on the Hilltop
earned his business degree in 1920. And
and Medical campuses, preserving both architectural and financial
during his student days, Rich ard Roloff met
integrity. Without him we would not have the Washington
his future wife, Peggy M. Rodgers, A.B. '52.
University of today."
After graduation, Roloff served in the
-William H. Danforth, Chancellor Emeritus
Coast Guard, then settled in south Texas,
where he engaged in the home construction
"Both as executive vice chancellor and as dean of Arts & Sciences,
business, had a large farming operation, and
I work closely with Dick, and I can tell you that he is an inspiration
served as president of the Merchants Marine
to all of us at the University. In addition to his work in the financial
State Bank. In 1969, he moved to St. Louis
and administrative areas, he is responsible for the renovation, con
to become executive vice president of the
struction, and maintenance of our classrooms, laboratories, dormito
Alfred H. Mayer Company, a residential
ries, and offices. His vision and hard work-and the resulting
developm ent firm. Later, h e served for 18
improvements to the campus-have helped us attract great students
yea rs as president of Capitol Land Co. and
was instrumental in developing Plaza
and faculty, and enhance our research and teaching programs."
Frontenac, th e Ritz-Ca rlton Hotel, and other
-Edward S. Macias, Executive Vice Chancellor and Dean, Arts & Sciences
m ajor shopping center, office, and apart
m ent developm ents.
"Dick Roloff has been an extraordinarily effective leader of the
He was el ected a trustee of Washington
Washington University administration . He has overseen an era of
University in 1985, servi ng until 1991. As a
unprecedented growth in facilities and improvement in their qual
major volunteer commitment, he worked
ity. He has led these developments with uncommon sensitivity to
successfully to build up the Washington
the people served, with great creativity, and with the proper bal
University Medica l Center Redevelopment
ance of consultation and action. Students, faculty, and staff owe
Corporation, with a particular focus on
Dick an enormous debt for his tireless work on their behalf."
stabilizing th e residential area north of
-Mark S. Wrighton, Chancellor
the Medical Center.
By 1991, Roloff thought h e had retired
from professio n al life-until Ch ancellor
"The Washington Spirit " spotlights key faculty members
William Danforth stopped by one day and talked him
and administrators who advance and support our great
into joining a transition tea m for a couple of years that
University's teaching and learning, research, scholarship,
would smooth the way for Danforth's successor. Roloff
and service for the present and future generations.
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Third Time's a Charm On October 17, 2000, the University hosted the third presidential debate of the
2000 campaign. Having hosted the second presidential debate in 1992 and prepared to host the first in 1996
(prior to its cancellation), the WU community was ready to turn the Field House into a "town hall." During the
debate, Vice President AI Gore (left) and Texas Governor George W. Bush answered quest ions from members
of the 140 town-hall participants. WU students were among the other 900 special guests who sat in the Field
House bleacher seats out of view.
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